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R. 0. C. MESSENGER 
Dedicated to the Cause of Good Government Bismarck, N. D., March, 1948 Vol.2No.2 
Good Government With Fairness to All 
Main Objective of R.O.C. State Officials 
North Dakota Laws Highly Young Offers Bill Governor Gives Rousing 
P . d b T . ·s s I For Better Roads Address at Dev1·1s Lake raise y rt• tate O ons tr:~::ra~ltf~ ~/;;~i ~:~vtt 
North Dakota is a progressive Ward, Burke, Bottineau, Renville ing for a better system of rural road That a new element in !North Da-
state. Its la.ws on vital subjects and McLean. The southwest district construction in America. The bill kota very left in its thinking is en- At the beginning of his talk Gov. 
su.eh 118 school reorganization, !ncludes Bowman, Adams, Hettinger, provides more matching funds by the deavormg, to take over the North Aandahl sa!d: 
public health, taxation and leg- Slope, Billings and Golden Valley. federal government for rural roads, Dakota government is the opinion of We have gathered this evening · 
.islatlve research are in keeping Divide, Williams , and McKenzie Gov. Fred 0. Aandahl in a rousing to review the accomplishments of 
with the best ideals of respons- have recently formled a third unit, address at a Ramsey county ROC the ROC and to estimate the issues 
iveness to the needs of the peo- and Dunn and Stark are consider- rally in Devils Lake recently. in the forthcoming campaign and 
pie. :ng forming another unit, or uniting The governor said this element election of 1948. The ROC was or-
This is the consensus of opinion with the southwestern district. The tried to gain this objective two years ganized early in 1943 to give expres-
of legislawrs from Minnesota and advantage of the district unit is that ago through the Democratic party. sion to the thinking of representa-
Wiscoosin, members of legislative by combining the one half mm Failing in that, the same group is Uve citizens on sound government. 
research councils, who met with county permissable levy with fed- trying to unite various leftist groups At the time of our firSt convention 
members of the North Dakota Leg- eral aid, necessary funds can be se- and use the !Republican party as in 1944 it was estimated that our 
islative Research committee at the cured to have a full-time health their whicle. membership was made up of one 
state capitol in St. Paul on March 8 officer, a nurse supervisor and a What the governor said on thls third former members of the old 
and 9. The regard in wh ich North fanitary engineer. subject follows: I.V .A., one third former members of 
Dakota is held by the people of Min- Smart submitted figures quot- This year a new element of the Nonpartisan Leagve and one 
nesoba was expressed by Senator A. ed by the American Public leadership is trying to take over third younger folks who had not 
L . Almen of Minnesota in the clos- Health association in a recent control of the Republican Party, participated in ,that old contest. One 
ing session as follows: survey of public heath needs in working through the other wing of our first decisions was to forget 
"We regard North Dakota as North Dakota that due to failure (The Nonpartisan League) of albout the old controversy 'between 
a highly progressive state. In to provide full-Ume health units the party and they are very left the IVA and the Nonpartisan 
your Iegisla.tive processes you in all counties, 2832 unnecessary in their thinking. They tried to League and to accept the Bank of 
are making a sincere attempt to deaths occurred in the last five function through the Democratic North Dakota, Mill and Elevator, 
meet the needs of the people, years, causing a financial loss to Party in 1946 and just about state Hall Insurance Department, 
and I am sure that the legisla- the state annually of three mil- took control of th e party but Fire and Tornado Fund and the 
tors from W1SConsin and my own lion dollars. On the same basis, could not win their objeotives in Bonding Department as well estab-
stato have received immeasur- that a life is worth at least the fall election. It would be a l!shed departments of state and 
able benefits from our confer- $5,000 to the state, Wisconsin very unfortunate circumstance pledged ourselves to a careful busi-
ence here." and Minnesota are losing at If that element should gain a nesslike administration of these in-
All of the eleven members of the least fifteen million dollars an- dominating influence in the gov- stitut!ons in order that they might 
North Dakota committee, Sena tors nually emment of the state. There is be of the greatest possible benefit 
E. H. Brant, John Conrad, Carroll North .Dakota spends all together MILTON YOUNG every indication that this left to the state of North Dakota. 
Day, R. H. Lynch and Orris Nord- for health purpQses $63S 000 a year and sets up a federal administrator element is a part of national For the past three years a major-~~::Y, ~~ir!!~i;e~:1x!8o;;v%h~~: ~~a:i~r h!~ii?°i?n!s t~~~ b~:n~ta;i :r ~esfu~li;d:~:t:fu~~1nent and ::~ !1t~:n:~~=~~t1:i:~!!:~ ~~rt~ ~'ico~i;e:vt b~ ~!1~ ~: 
Manfred Ohnstad, Donnell Haugen, full-time, part-time and rural Young says current state funds iting and the destruction of the members of the ROC. We now ha.w 
=~t.s:i~:o!~1g1a:~r m~~= health ~ts. This amounts to $1.18 ~~~~:n~v~u~:rnr!.~uate to build free enterprise system. :s=~~r !: r:_~ ::~::: 
berB toolc an active part in the group per capita, of which the state quota "North Dakota's 7,000 miles of The American free enterprise tion. 
dillcussion. {Continued ~n Page 8) state highway d 1 r$tively system is the economic system un-
:1ob~~pn~r1~!~f!t:1~ ~ei~n~~; tiv:~:~m~=s ~~~e:~fs~ a 0 
st;.~:01:J!~a~~~( ~~;,popu- ~~a:~et:1~n~;;~~a:~· s'f~J::
1! In Fine Condition 
a N. D. Reorga zation 
Bill Well Liked 
Falgatter ikes 
Aandahl's Work lated but smaller eastern areas have maximum of productive accomplish- We are all well aware of the pres-
Cha.hman E . J .~... gley and Re- That the people of North Dakota much greater mileage and more in- ment. If there is no free enterprise ent excellent condition of the Bank 
r::;;a;~:i ~o~~fg!~~~fsct;:1fn; :t~::~~r:a!! !~~~~;:ri;:~ ~f~ :~t!~~ r~l ~:~/rot pm: ::i it:h;es~~~:~:t'ba!t tope~~ ~~:a~~~D~o;~bii~ ~:~r ~tb: 
education, and tl>e new N.D. school ion of M B Falgatter of Kintyre Young said the bill has been would !become wards off the gov- state and its political subdivisions. 
reorganization 1>' 11 occupied a sPot- one of ROC'; most enthusiastic sup~ worked out by farm organizations ernment and it is doubtful if the All of the large number of farms 
lig~~e~iti:O advantages of the ~rri~~\:::a~~ii~:~~!~~ onR:~r~~; 
1
:::1-Young bill Gov. ~:;ri:~ir~ ~:::~t~~r~:1! !~~~ ~~~ot~wrh1oSh !~a!~ ~~e~~i: 
North Dakota law is that although Brant ' Fred G. Aandahl said: "Without tary dictatorship. It is dou'btful if loan program have now been sold 
the people must decide by their vote "Wh t grievanc could the O le question we want to stimulate the democracy can live under any eco- and are in the bands of private own-
on all school reorganization plans, f No~h Dakota e have aga~ £he improvement of farm-to-market nomi~ system other than free en- ers except about 150 that are still 
the sUI"1eJ as to the needs of reor- ~andahl administration .. asks Mr roads. terprise. in .the process of being sold. The sale 
ganizaUon is mandatory and the Falgatter "It . has !been' clean .as ~ "The allocation of additional fed- In the stress of the dark days of these farms has !brought enough 
EX~nses are paid by the state. In whistle. I~ over a quarter of a cen- eral funds to match would be help- of the Civil war Abraham Lin- money so that the sinking fund and 
?4Jzmesota the survey is not man- tury's observation of North Dakota's ful." coin said, "Our Fathers' created balances resulting from partial pay-
-'datory, and many efforts toward re- political affairs I have never seen a upon this continent a new nation C\ents on contracts ls sufficient to 
organization have been defeated be- state administr~tion that has !been Aandahl w·,11 G·1ve conceived in liberty and dedi- retire the balance of .approximately 
fore the full facts were attained. freer of any suspicion of questionable cated to the proposition that all $17,000,000 of outstandmg real estate 
Langley said the school reorgani- dealings. The business of the state men are created equal" That bonds. 
zation bill was the only o1_1e of the has been handled exceptionally \\·eil. K f Add statement is as true in peace as In 1947 ,the State F.qualization 
lOO intr~uced by ,the unit at the Our state officials have mit been eyno e ress it was in war. His next sentence Board made what I think will be the 
last session which had the full in- playing politics but have been abso- Go F ed O A d hl ill . in that memorahle Gettysburg last tax levy to take care of interest dorsement of the ~?up. lutely fair a~d just. They hsve v. r · an a w give Address was worded to fit the on these bonds. Of the total bonds 
1 ~h~. ~~!~eel agree~ ':offi- shown no favoritism, but have given ~=te k~1:i~~~tf:~re;f ~~~~ckR~ conditions. of war. By sllghtl_y issued for the farm loan and state 
~:c~ry, t:at
00
i/~r1~stzaac~~m~ every one a square deal. March 22 and 23. ::ap;::::ngsi~~:ca:!~:ia~~ ~~~~!~t~afJ°: iii~~ :1~ 
plished througll county school com- "The only <:omplaint against the Three hundred . delegates will at- "We are now engaged in a great mone to retire bonds and pay in-
mittees, that a school administrative ROC administration must come fr om tend the conventmn which will as- social and economic experiment teresty 1n default in a large measure 
district should include at least one groups that are looking for special semble at 10 a.m. Monday'. March 22. testing whether that nation 0 ; due to lack of business judgment 
high school plus full OPPortunity for privll~es, !111d I do n?t believe that The basis of representa tion will be any nation so conceived and so and political intrigue of those in 
!t~~~!~J.lan for elementary school £~~- is :a~!e~!~mi~:e~e~op~!d ~~re ;?~!rtt:hf~ f: ~~ ~~f: !:!:~:!ed f!:iJ:guen~ur:;:• !:: office. . 
On the question of teacher short- working people have all been treated manes m 1946. This will make a nomic ;ystem of fr: enterprise Inkre~eni y:r~~e t!_00!mg t°;p ~ 
:~~h~:~:.:n:~i::er:ea:~~ f~rly by Gov. Aandahl. . r:~~i ~~1:::~r~~r~a~~l ~ :! is being tested: It is being cha~- :;~ ~rou~~ $90,0;000. ~: Bink 
lary schedules should be estab- Wbat legitimate compla.mt has counties having labor organizations. lenged ~Y mil1tar! di<;tatorship has now had earnings that offset 
lished tenure should be provided anypne against Otto Krueger, our These counties are Ward, Grand from without .. It .1s bemg chal- the original $2 000,000 of tax money 
and ~acher retirement laws chan ed I insurance commissioner. He is doing Forks, Cass, Burleigh, Stutsman, Ieng~ from WJthJ.?1 by a propa- that was put into the Bank and in 
to give instructors full security w~en exactly what the people of North Stark, Wells, Mercer, Morton and gand.1St. leadership, extremely addition has several million dollars 
they retire. ~!ko:s=r:cehi:w~o ~~d tosee;ir:~! w~~i!::1~~ E H Brant ROC state left m its thinking. ~!r::r~:~i~ the surplus and re-
N. D. Health Laws widows, .orphans and insurance chairman, win open th~ convention. ROC Embeddea In In the summer of 1939 the State lbeneficianes are protected. That is The first order of business will be Mill and Elevator at Grand Forks 
V Eff• • t the rea~on we have R? insurance the selection of a tempQrary chair- So nd Pr·,nciples was placed on a sound business ery IClen commissioner. H~ is sunply doing man and secretary. A committee on U basis by its new manager, R . M. 
Rep. W. M. Smart of Ward, one his duty in insistmg that all insur- credentials will then be selected. 'I\:> The people of North Dakota will Stangler. Since that time its finan-
of the d:scussion leaders on public ancet comkpatnies who o:rate in save time it is likely -that the tern- have an oppQrtunity to express cial condition has been constantly 
welfare, gave an analysis of the Nor h ~a .. o a are opera g on a porary chairman will be asked to themselves on this question in the improving. The ROC officials can 
North Dakota district health unit. safe basis. appQint committees on rules of pro- election of 1948. The ROC is so be given credit for recognizing merit 
North Dakota was the first of the "The oppositlon to the ROC cedure and platform and resolutions. firmly embedded in sound principles and not making a single change at 
three states to adopt a multiple- cause, the fundamental principle When the committee on creden- of government that the left element the M!ll and Elevator but instead 
county unit health system, having of which is good government, will tlals reports, the delegates will be is trying to exert itself through permitting and helping it.he good 
passed the bill in 1941. The Minne- fall, in my opinion, because there seated, and the convention will be other branches of Political organ!- work to continue. 
sota legislature defeated a multiple- are no legitimate grievances against ready for 'business. The convention w,tion in the state. The ROC offers 
00Wi?co:~ in~s~~ a bill in 1947 :~ts ~~;~ tJ!d~~ a~~!i:itsh~~o- ~~ !:~r:~e~~~n~~a~~~ toper:1!~~ ~t:r~!:~tfinthfh!tt!t!~;><>;~~; Krueger Lowers 
~~~vi~~ :X-g1t:i~nt;s~~;:thp!:~t • • • . ne~\s hoped that most or the pre- :~n::c;0~l~e 1¥:e~~:i~~! 0rd!~ State Hail Rate 
l'ne for a unit of not more than three Leo A. Winter Dies liminaries will be out of the way of freedom and liberty and the During the two and a half years 
counties, and one for a combined Leo A. Winter, 57, truck and bus by 10:30 a.m. when Gov. Fred G. strength of a free enterprise system that Otto Krueger has been in the 
city-county unit. Under the new man of Bismarck, is dead. A former Aandahl wm be introduced as the of production. Our democracy can Office of Insurance Commissioner 
law only one unit has organized, that employee of the state department of keynote speaker and the convention live if the people will make it live the rates for hall insurance has de-
of Eau Claire county. agriculture, he was secretary of the will go on the air. The broadcast and that can be done oniy if our creased three cents an acre in the 
North Dakota now has three dis- Northwest Truck and Bus associa- aver KFYR will continue until best citizens take an active interest first district under $5.00 per acre in-
trict units. District No. 1 comprises tion. 11:15 a.m. in government. (Continued on Page 8) 
Page Two R. 0. C. MESSENGER 
N. D. Women Have Big Stake 
In 1948 Primary Election 
Man:h, 19 
Brant Says ROC Opponents Voted 
For ·Tax Levies I They Condemn 
That the primary election of 1948 the principles of Uie :roup or party 
That the ROC opponents all voted 1 ;~}t~et;;~~~1t! ~~: ~~~;;caiofa~~~ ~~!~~:.0~~e:!n:~ ~a:c=e de~ 
for the bills authorizing 1oca1 mu- Highlights of Senator Branrs Speech j t-nd that women can play a big part false colors. Thererore. it 1s t 
~~cta:e:h:n!«:~:~ =le;a~ :~ The very faction which is now so voluminous in criticizing the :in~~~r:in~~- 5~~ r;:_n~oo~y t~1 ~~~ie~r: w~;:J 0fi/:-1:u":ih~ 
their governments is the statement administration voted unanimously for every tax levy increase (al- Minot, who is one of North Dakota's which we 'believe to be b t for th 
of Senator E. H. Brant in a radio lowing municipalities to levy the necessary taxes for operating their most astute political observers. state and the country. The person 
address over KFYR in early March. governments). Mrs. Cooley has been in the front who says, 'I vote for the man- ot 
noBf!~/ea:i~~ta~~t~~!~ {~:~\~! The state tax levy for 1947 was 2.95 mills compared to 3.10 in ~ 1;ov~i~~n~af~~t~;erb!t~~~J~~ ~d~~a~:r~~ :=:~ta~°::: 
increase in taxes is entirely local 1946. The increase in taxes comes entirely from increase in levies of a century. She has been one of machmery of government by th 
and has no connection with the by counties, townships, cities, villages and other subdivisions, and the state's greatest advocates of bet- pooplc. 
$52,000,000 legislative appropriations every one of these increases was supported by the opposition, and ter farming conditions in North and ''The first oppor\wilty for th 
~~ct~~h!u!j~~t.o~:~~n::;~ted for. they were necessary. If they had not been permitted, many a muni- ~i:1 ~~k~i:~1::,e ri!~:fy h~~bnr:e. !~<; ':1::1t~~fcfto:.!~sD!t~~;~8!r 
"One question to be solved was cipality would be borrowing money today, if that were possible, to Grand Forks Herald, own KLPM at the county conTentions called 
ithe plight in which many munici- carry out the necessary governmental functions. Minot which owns the Mutual throughout the state by t.l'l1l Re ll-
palittes found themselves with no Did any of the opposition offer any objection to any of the Broadcasting franchise and which can Organlzing Committee, en 
possible chance of meeting their transfers and appropriations (the three million dollar Veteran's has recently been enlarged to a 5,000 our problems may be discussed on a 
~~~e;aie g;;r~~/:i!a1iev~:r:: Rehabilitation fund, the four million institutional building program, w~~ s~~~n~ubject of what North :r;!tc!e~~i :et efc1c~ :n~~nucn:; 
were .permitted to be made. This was the three million dollar transfer to the Motor Vehicle fund and the Dakota women can do in the coming conventions at which party poll 
such a well recognized fact that the $900,000 to the State Hail Insurance fund) or the twenty-two mil- election, Mrs. Cooley says: and a party platform will be f -
levy inc.re ases were made by the lion special fund appropriations to carry on the state mill and "In Amerlca, WE THE PEOPLE, ulated and candidates for state of-
~:1a;:-ia:t~h:a;~~ 1aiii~~n~~g elevator, the Bank of North Dakota, the hail department, the state !;nt.ti~~t;irn~~o~t oiov~~~~~~; ~;e~:iillt~e ~~o~~ ~:!n0~·ou1: 
now are so voh:mlnous Jn their equalization and other items having nothing to do with the normal good or bad, depends on the offichlls v•ork involved in the e conventions, 
criticism of the present administra- operations of the state) 1 we elect. The same ,thing holds true including seeing that there is a good 
tion voted unanimously for every Under the new gasoline tax refund system the moneys returned for government in any of the states attendance at -these gatherings. d 
~~~ 1:~l~~:.t!~t;~{;~5:~~~r!~ to the counties increased from $915,811 in 1946 to $1,423,327 in 1947. ~~ t::c:{,fli:: and North Dakota is ;~{e :~~~nt:i1ffe tt~;g:;!5 c~o.sen 
months they have been using the All the roads we need cannot be built in one or two years, but "The responsiblllty for the sort of as members of the county delegaUon. 
increase in property taxes for pro- a good start has been made. government we have in state or na-
~f~S:::f th:1:;:\f;~~ :a~es:orr;e:~ The highway department blacktopped 591 miles in 1947 as com- ;~!~~~l~a::i~~:s:eo:1:c;~~ Most Elections Are 
1947 tax t t k ood pared with 160 in 1946, and regraveled 700 miles in 1947 as com- 1 1 L f • Foo~ at it and~hC:!~~~p!ree 1t ~th pared with 250 in 1946. We are making real progress in improving ~!%~: ;~~ th~a~~u:~r~:~t.t~ ost n Precmcts 
those of prior years. Quite an in- the condition of our roads. our last general election the women's "Elections are lost or won 1n "11.e 
~:~ti 1;:~t J~: ~~Y~t1;1~91~ ;~:! The doctrine espoused by the ROC opposition if carried to its ~~t:h;8fo~P~~~:;:t~ 65 per cent :::~s. !o:e:t. ~:rv:n~e J:; 
will have increased from 30 to 90 final conclusion would mean the socialization of all industry, where "This 1s an almost frightening re- country by u~ing the voters in their 
per cent-the state appropriatlon the farmer would no longer be the owner and the proprietor of sponsibil1ty, when we stop to think precincts to inform themselves of 
this year is over $52,000,000.00-near- his land, but instead would be a share cropper and tenant. of what is happening in European the issues, and to go to the polls on 
ly 10 times the 1933 budget.' This is countries, once free, 'but in which the election day. Women can help each 
!~ho~~e°~:a~~1:U~\~~af=e:h~ that they were 11nanimous in their tf~~:t:~1 °:x1cs::~e~ae~f:~r ~~~e~ ~ra;e::~ !i~ ~~:r;~ :: 
taxpayer. approval of all of these transfers. the people have been overthrown, a mother goes to vote. They can 
No Increase Made 
And why should they not be ap- and dictatorships have snuffed out help arrange for transportat.ian to 
proved? They were all justified and the light of liberty. Perhaps we the polls for those who need it. They 
reasonable in the conduct of good think, 'It couldn't happen here!' can be of assistance to those who 
In State Levy g~;sernmo yenout. t'inally arrive at an But we have all too much evidence have not 'been able to give suf!i-
that the same thing is being at- cient study to the issues 1nvolred to 
"Let us assume, as they say that amount of less than $20,000,000.00 for tempted in our own United States. vote intelllgenUy on them, lby ex-
the 1947 tax has increased from 30 the normal functions of state gov- plaining their understanding of 
!~y
90





'~i~~:s, 1fta!e s:!11!~: ~:a:~b~~~g:a~C::1~:ehe~d~~~ Problems Of State th~=Gto ~f~ OUT 1s the 
that there 1s no need to mention it costs due to the high cost of living ''There are things the women of most important thing we haTe to do. 
as the state levy for 1947 was 2.95 during an inflationary period. North Dakota can do to guard the There have lbeen a lot of elections 
mills compared to the 1946 levy "Another serious question was the freedom which 1s our nearest heri- loot .1n otfu Dakota thro h vo s 
of 3.10 mills, which is a difference road problem. For many years, dur- tage. They can i.n(orm themselves of failing to g0 to the polls 1n June. 
of .15 mills less in 194'l than in the ing the depre on years of the 1930's what going on our country The Primary ~ectron in ·orth Da-
year 1946. I and up thru the war years there today. They can study the problema !rota usually the atory. In a 
"This increase of Jrom 30 to 90 had not been sufficient funds with that confront us, and try to decide preaidential elect.ton 7ear, such aa 
per cent is all for county, townshlp, which o even maintain the roads whlch group of candidates who are this, there's llkely to be plenty of 
city, village and other sub-division that had been built, and -:,ery little running for office can best cope interest in the November election; 
purposes and every one of these in- money for new construction. with these problems. Further, they but at the Prtma,ry ~ political fate 
creases was supported by the oppo- "Realizing the situation, the ad- can and should take a very active of North !Dalto~i!or the nm two 
sltion and the critics of today:. The ministratiod headed by Governor part in the election of those candi- years will probabl& be decided. 
increases were necessary. [f they had Aandahl studied and investigated dates, and should assist in the for- ~ 
not been permitted many a munici- the manner in which our gas tax EVERETT BRANT mulation of the platform of their 
pailty would be borrowing money was handled under the tax exempt party. N D Highwav System 
today, if that were possible, to car- law. It was believed that changing miles that were resealed in 1946. In "Under our republican system of • • , , 
ry on the necessary governmental back to the refund System would 1947 the department had regravelled government, the actions and policies Fourth Largest In u. s. 
functions. partly solve that problem. The peo- 700 miles while in 1946 they regrav- cf any official must necessarily be in"~;';:::: ;~:e ~=::rt:~~~! f~e ;:~c~ :!\!tr~1f::~ ~~~: !~~ c~!t~~~f~n~ ~~4~P!f:~0~ 9~! affected to a very large extent by oo!i:~D~~ta·~l~.t:~ i~ 
tax base the municipalities were ov_er the strong opposition who are is just as striking and can mean . the fourth largest. system in ihe 
Just about able to meet their neces- still unfriendly to the administra- only one thing, and that is that we mg power; as a re.5ult of which they U.S., according to Commiss1oner N. 
sary expense. In 1946, we went back tion, and even tho there are those are improving the conditlon of our cannot buy 'back what they produce o. Jones. Only TeXas, K nsas and 
to the 50% tax base which meant who are still wishful that the results roads." --4o solve this problem it is, there- Missouri have larger systems. 
that they could not meet their bud- of the change wm not produce more f?re, our opinion that we must get rn an address before the Dickin-
get and stay on a cash basis with- net revenue for the roads than under R d• I Q d rid of the profit system, and replace son chamber of commerce attended 
out borrowing money, so. in 1947 ~he old system, the best available a 1ca S ppose it with the cooperative system. Then by de1egates from Dickinso~. Regent, 
when the levy limits were raised information indicates that the ad- f E • business would be operated at cost Hettinger Killdeer Watford City 
which amounted to approximately d.itional funds received will amount to ree nterpnse for use and service to all the people, Richardto'n New England Medora' 
the same thing as the 75% tax !base to about $1,500,000.00, one fourth of , . not to rt.he few.' Manning and Belfield, jones ex~ 
with the old levies, many of the which goes to he counties of ,the i 'There 1s no 6ecret about the com- "It is quite common to hear such plained the reluctance of the sta.te 
muntclpalitJes found themselves state. b. na,tion of the groups in the state a d?Ctrine espoused today, and if department to add to the present 
with unpaid obligations and a grow- \\ho expect to make a clean sweep carried to its final conclusion, would highway system after G L Wolf 
1ng governmental cost. Count·1es Ga·1n Half o~ the election by putting their can- mean the soc1a11zat1on or au indus- loca1 chamber president. h;d re~ 
''Let us check up on the appro- d.d~tes in state office and more es- try and eventually the real estate sentcd a resolution re ired b p the 
priation of $52,000,000.00 made by M·11· f R f d pec1ally to control the legislature. and land of the state, where he transportation co~tJe askiny ex-
the 1947 legislature wh1ch is in no I 10n n e un s The lines and the. issues are quite farmer •would no longer be the own- tension of state ut 22 rtt f 
way related to the 30 to 90 per cent ''In 1946, while operating under cl_early drawn. Under the leaders~p er and proprietor of his land lbut Killdeer to juncti: w!th re!~ 23 o 
increase. We find that $22,000,000.00 the old system, the counties of the fs\r~f:~~~~ !!~~aa~e~~ ~t!1Jii: instead would be a share-cropper or However, the proposed extensi~n 
of this amount 1~ special fund ap- state received $915,811.41 Irom the ciency, honesty and accom lish- tenant. might be accomplished by the rmy 
propriations and mclude such Hems gas tax. During the year 1947, for a ments for the peo I f th P stat • h k engineers as a phase or their opera-
a_s the funds to carry on the opera- like period of time under the Refund that it will be dlit(cu~t toe uaf M1g t Ta e Over tion in constructing roads to re-
tion of the State Mill and Elevator, system -the counties received $1,423,- True the admini t ti rl k · place highways being discontinued 
J:P~J~if, ~~;h f~:~it~a~a!~ i~~·i1e
0
~·e!~ 1:f~!!; i~e ~~:/iif6~ a? the cr~it fo/itii~ s~~e~:d~~
0
fin!n: All Business :~~us;a: ~
0
~:,u1::g of the Cffir-
for the State Equalization Fund The change back to the refund ~~l condition preva1ling in the state. "D1sousslng rt.his topic with a far- In this' oonnect1on· Jones id 
from the sales tax and other items system was only one step towards oure ~ years that It has been mer friend a few days ago, It was that the federal and ~tate govern-
which have nothing to do with the getting the necessary funds to do been pae8tai:;t ~ :jor surti have his contention that 1! the farmers ments will spend 13 million dollars 
normal operatlng expenses of state the job. Senate.bills No. 43, 44 and 45 sta~ out of ~he 8;ed r b ~ fte J ~ur could suecessfully operate a grain on road work in the next tour y rs 
~~~~~f ;e~f;~ii1~:~oo~sm!~! ~=:~t a":;Jh t:~k~ce:s~u~-i~ss~f~! br coupled with goodu ma::1a~em8e~~ !;!:a;°c; r~o'1nn w~~ ~~~~ \1:i~ because of the Garrison dam 
up of $3,000,000.00 <to the Veteran's of the transportation committee in and e. desire, with action, to con- ness could not be operated coopera-
RehabilltatJon Fund, $4,000,000.00 for the senate spent many hours in se~ve the resources of he state. tively. He refused to believe that Produce Gasoline Fro 
an institutional building program, working out the new schedule which There can be no question a ut it might apply to the farm and real 
~~; J!~~c~~~~d r;fo~d w;::c~~i :!~e~a~5:1o~ !~1:~1a~:i~ ~~! ~t~ s!nj~k!~t~rs~; :!~=~!; es~~~~ can any citizen preach the Natural Gas 
had been taken in the 1930's to pay increased license fees together wlth It believes in the system of free and doctrine of such a radical change The natural gas fields in south-
interest on the real estate bonds, the amount transferred to the Motor romp~itive enterprise, in a true co- from a system which has furnished west North Dakota and southea t 
also t~e repayment of $900,000.00 ,to Vehicle Fund, half of which went operative e~terprlse and the free- indivlduals and business more !lb- Montana will undoubtedly likewise 
the State Hail Insurance Fund which to the highway department for dom and liberty of the individual erty, more freedom and a higher produce gasoline. 
had been diverted in 1935 to the maintenance, has meant that we are and business, bound only by the standard of living than has been, The Texas company is experi-
State F.qualization Fund. now well on the way to better roads. necessary laws and controls of a or is at the present time enjoyed by menting with a process turning na-
They cannot all be built in one or free society. any nation on earth? tural gas into gasoline at two pilot 
· Leaguers All Voted ;;a0d~ea;s ~!~~t g~e~i:~h~asf~fi! or .. ~~ i;~~t~~ t~afti~ !~~~::~ r~~~ a~1;a~e::0a~~t::j;~i~: : ~~~ts o~~ur~~~;:;~;11:epo~ 
For Appropriations :~ ;~i1gini:~n°:e ~~i~e:~~!r,! ~;:;/~~ !ei~frf!~!tn:~s~~hya~~ ~~~t~n t~fe s~~ :ew a1;i:a~f !: ~1at·O:a!t~~~ ~rd~~~- !i:;{;e~i 
"Did any of the opposition to the office in Linton, when he declared government. Their doctrine can best ciety, fails to realize that under 7,000 b rrels will be in operation Jn 
present administration offer any that the roads were in worse shape be expressed by using the words of the very change that he is advo- 1949 in Kansas. 
objection to any of the transfers and now than they were 40 years ago. one of their repre.5entatives, 'the pro- eating, he would not be permitted In 10 years such plants will Ille 
appropriations at the time they were ''The amount of black top re- !it system concentrates wealth in to make his speech and if he did .scattered over all natural gas pro-
being considered 'by the Legislature? sealed Jn 1947 by the department the hands of the few; it exploits the make it that he might 'be sent to ducing areas, a Texaa company otti-
They dJd not. The record will prove amounted U> 591 miles against 160 masses; robs them of their purchas- a concentration camp. cial predicted. 
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Otto Krueger Tells Graphic Story 
Of Controversy with FU Ass'n 
Page Three 
:~:::p:1;~t their funds tor New Hearing Hef d 
Followed now an almost endless On April 17, 11947, the Association 
chain of letters relative to the As- petltiontd the Commissioner of In-
sociatlon's affairs, between the De- surance for a further hearing before 
partment and the· Association's me, under the provisions of Chapter 
comptroller, C. E. Huff, who also on 28-32 of the North Dakota Revised 
several occasions conferred with De- Code of 1943, as amended by Chap-
partment officials here at Bismarck. ters 218 and 219 of the 1945 Session idur:r:~~ ~=~:o~~ry ~ft~ !~!~:~!~g ~:t1ci~a1£fi~.d;e~fi~n~ The Association claimed to have Laws. 
~~w~t~i!f!~nal Farmers ti! t~a!:W:e !m~h:a ~~~~ ~f!f:~e~tt'.;t;: !~:~~~;~c: ~:i; ti;n ~::clfft~~gr::~e~ t~~r:; 
Mr. Krueger reviews the entire :r~~. ~ ;~iul~rt~ n1~J\e~! i~~ei!r~~~t ~~it 1~t 1;~w~::~ ~~:~:e:i!r11!e l~eigein~: ~= 
,controversy which began in 1941 that soon after tht rescinding of entitled to examine the books of the tol commencing at 10:00 o'clock A. 
when Oscar E. Erickson was com- bhe revocation, /Mr. Pensas became Association to determine to what ex- M. on April 30, 1947. 
missioner. A summary of all the es- an employee and was on the payroll tent these mistakes had been cor- This hearing was postponed at 
M!ntial facts regarding this lmpor- of the National Farmers Union Co. rected and to, assure ourselves of the request of the Association until 
tant case ls contained in the follow- A mass of correspondence in the De- the Associations satisfactory condi- May 7 1947 when counsel for the 
ing interesting statement by 'Mr. partment's files indicate that a great t.ion before we issued a renewal of its Associ~tion, ' Quentin Burdick of 
Krueger: deal of time and effort had been hcense. Fargo, stated on, April 30 in my of-
f~ rw:1:!nfa°~raJ~':i~1!~insm:~~ ~:ne~!rb! ;~:io~~f!e~~~afe:!1!'. Examination Date ~~~ 1mt!t ~~t ~i::~~r:m9!n~~r 
<:harges and a. great deal of propa- to assist the Association in getting the North 'Dakota laws. 'Mr. Burdick 
r:~:~d wt!~t:~!t:~:~ n;:st ~r!lf'g~tifa s1~i:~ if :;:e~i:s r~~~ Set Oct. 14, 1946 :i~f!~~a= t!,h!i!~!'fi:~~d=~::: 
in print as well as by word of mouth, every opportwiity was given the of- Things "dragged along" through !nation of the Association to deter-
about the so-called "controversy" ficers of the Association to make the rest of 1945. Association officials mine whether all requirements bad 
between the INationa.l Farmers good so that its license could be law- seemed to make every effort to de- been met as claimed by the Asso-
~~eco=i~~~n,0fa i>~~~~~ fully renewed. lay an examination of the Associa- elation. 
Colorado, and the North Dakota In- Otto Krueger t~t ;~~r~ I!::nri~; ~;~~:.: t~~ w:afy~d;:~~~!.:St ~~ 
su;:aC:e ~=0f~:~ n:'!~:~ any Takes Act·ion ~ii:ea~1~ri~~se~~f: s~~ powered to speak ar.d act tor the 
public statement with reference to 29th. !t~t~i~e aa~~e~r~~cu ;!:~e ~ 
~t ;~~:~:r:~e;~rin~;yi~~:~ OTTO KRUEGER Such then, was the situation whe11 However, this examination was quick and satisfactory solution of 
<:aSe, which is pending 1n court, in --- ~-- ~a~~\h~~e;~t!~~~sfafg:s,°:; :!~1:t~~~n o~tc\~fs.r~~st d~! th; !:!~~ous to have the thing 
the newspapers or on streethcorn~rr thereafter, for a..,period of several State Insurance Commissioner. My partment was willing and anxious settled as it had been "hanging fire" 
There has been so muc pu c years, the Association was upon ap- first job was, of course, to reorgan- to give the Association all the time for a long time and r was willing to 
interest shown~~everf t~~t a re- plication granted a renewal of its ize the department and office per- it desired to put its house 1n order, go to any length to accommodate 
view of the ry O e case license. However, on October 8, 1943, sonnel so that I could have an effl- so that we would be able to issue a the Association short of permitting 
~ to be~ ~e~ so tha~he P:- Mr. Erickson notified the officers clent force of workers in each de- rer.ewal of its license and thus get the violation of laws covering the 
~~ 1;,~ In °the 1::!e. ow e oanf c~h~epa Assocrtm~!~~o:~t n~~ere1:; :c~ei!e \e~~~e!e~ ::~o~ ~ the matter settled. case. 
With that d in vi I 111 i October 14, 1946, was the new date 
the following~n attemptewto Jve· a~ its license for 1944, Pe:rt~· aa.n:~~t~ta~~~es:t~ft~ !: agreed upon to .start tbe much de- But ~uff Ob ·1ects 
comprehensive a statement of facts "unless an e.umlnation prior to uired by many years of e,cperience layed examination and competent 
as 1s possible to gather from official May 1, 1944, discloses a condition · ~s actuary for the Insurance de- examiners from !North Dakota, Ore- However, it was not going to be 
records covering the case from its indicating your Assodailon is artment of !Nebraska An actuary gon and Colorado were assigned to that easy. 
beginning-public records that are entitled to a renewal thereof." holds a very importa~t position in undertake such exami~tion to as- Later that same day, April so, 
open to anyone to see and read. No examination of the Association's the department, and I was anxious certain the Associations condition C. E. Huft, comptroller of the 
affairs was undertaken at that time. to secure the best man possible for as of June ao, 1946· Al sociatlon, appeared In my ot-Starfed In 1941 However, an examination was fin- this job, and was satisfied that 1n This examination was completed flee and stated that the A<ISO-
T his "controversy" orlgfnated ~g:e;o==~~s~n g~~-17s11::!· ~ Mr. Dustin I had found such a man. ff w:~~~~:fn;J l~n: 1~:i~;s~~~~ g:!!:iss~!:!~ ;::t~~e tht! 
when my predecessor was in office. Colorado s J Doyle of Montana R I A • A k d filed with the Insurance Commis- examine the Association's books 
The late 0ecar E. Erickson as early and Louis i.. iaBe11e of Michigan.· enewa pain S e sioner some t1me 1ater. or atta1rs, and proposed that the 
:i~~et~i~~r: t:0~~~~~ th'!'11~~u~~.~ht:~~ti0~0~~ th~n~:.t!;f ~ar~~b~J! 1:tl~ Officiafs Make ~ 00~:: :;v:n -:id=; 
to make efforts to improve its con- talned in a typewritten report fin- Association applied to the Insur- firm of accountants and that 
~~ 0:-0 ~~!: ~~oti~~:S 1: ~a~~~ :~~~e~f~~ ~~~:; f~c~~ar~:~ta f~fc!~~n~i~ Handsome Profit :: ~:~::t .:f ~ 
North Dakota. 11 1944 almost five months later at it from a purely selfish stand- The report shows and the exam- decision on the denial to ,rant 
ar:d sho~ed the Association's condi~ point-a standpoint of "practical lners made special mention of it that a license renewal. Clearly, I 
Renewal Refused In tion as of June 30, 1944. :::~cs·:.:~e Y~~s;m,;;;_~ c~~i h::~ ~:es o1r:ic:!~~ .ti: ~~~~: ~:1u'!a~ct/urrJ=i:r0~:rhts: 
1944 By Er·ickson $SO,.OOO Loaned On granted the renewal without delay. purchased a certain piece of 1and in make such an examination un-By such action I no doubt would 1943 for $10,500.00 borrowed $7,000.00 der the provisions of Section 
Repeated attempts to induce the d M have escaped the many abusive at- on it from the Association and sold 26-1243 ot the North Dakota 
officers of the Association to come Secon ortgage tacks upon me, in certain publlca- the land two years later at a hand- Revised Code ot 1943 and other 
:: ~'io!1.;~«2:~: ~k1~ In a prellminacy reJ>i)rt. f~~! ~~!s u:n:aJfo. ~~i;~~~~~ some profi~~r themselv~~in~= ::~e~ 0! ;'w ~!~~e 1: 
~:~e~ ~: r~~ de::~~~ ~reM~~h1;:n~~e~j a t tention to ~:;;0~f~fe~e;£!.1ir'Ji~c:i :: ~°Jo ~~i "U is evident, from the ab- !~~t~~\n ;:::tre!ya ~al; 
In 1946 a license was .. ued but soon a number of items In the report now have. stract record on file that l'~tton and quare deal and that if 
thereafter the llc 1· was revoked which he considered objectionable, But I would not have been true to and Huff Jointly made a gam of examination by our examiners 
by iMr. Erickson ti · ,n-compliance principally loans made to officers of my oath of office. I would have be- a_t least l,SOO.OO on the.transac- howed that the Al oclatlon la 
with requirements North Dakota the Association, 11.lleged excessive trayed the IPOlicyholders and others tion, but from reliable informa- meeting the requirements ef 
insurance laws and the Association salar es paid to officials, and exces- whose interests I had sworn to pro- tion gathered throurh other North Dakota laws and ts thus 
brought suit ~galn.,t Mr. Erickson sive loans to various individuals tect. sources, the land was sold tor entitled to do business 1n our 
about that time for a large sum of and concerns. In this connection After a most careful and thorough $IG,OOO.OO, which represents a state as a, fraternal benefit so-
money. the examiner pointed out and criti- scrutiny of the files in the case, we rain 
0
':: Patton and Huft of $5,- ciety, I will issue a license or 
It was late in the year 1945 when cized that the files on mortgage replied 1n a letter to the Associa- SOO.O • . certificate of renewal at once. 
I took over th.~ office and it appar- loans werlltncom:plete. That as much tion dated October 29, 1945, in part Did the Association which fur-
enta7 ~m ~ "great injustice", u ~inc~!O:~ s:C~~d1:~~;~. one as f?nows: ~~:~ ~~- ~o:1;lat!~s:1:ni 1!~: Hearing ls Resumed 
not a crl~e to refuse to issue Regarding the loans made to offi- 'We are Interested primarily definitely prohibit company offi-
the , lat1on a license renewal. cers and directors and to corpora- in how well the management cials from using its company funds It was then agreed that the hear-
When I did not Immediately, upon tions affiliated with the Association performs the ruardianship or for the purpose of making personal ing would proceed as contemplated 
t:u~~l~n~ i1C::\[e~i::~i~ and having interl~cking officers and !~~~esc!t~h1:1!!:~e 0:r \1:i~!: gains for themselves. ff :~Y Je inU:Jeisf~~t ~ ~~~ 
10~1 attacked by political oppon- dire:tors, the Michigan examiner ternal insurance busin . The The repol"t also disclosed the fact purpose of taking testimony from 
ent.i. as "being out to wreck the said.- business is of course, that of that several other matters which witnesses under oath and to admit 
Parmers' organization"- which, to- "There apparently i nothing accepting ~oney in trust tor this Department objected to as not exhibits which may have a bearing 
giefjher with other similar piffle and in the Colorado Code which pro- eventual payment to widows and being in confornuty with INorth on the case, as In court procedure, 
prapaganda, of course had no foun- hibits this, but we oi tcd out orphans of deceased policy- Dakota Insurance laws were still to sustain or disprove the Insurance 
dation in fact because I did issue a to them that this w not good holders." existent. Commissioner's reasons for refusing 
license to two other Farmers Union business, and that many ~tates In our letter we also called at- After considerable study of the renewal of state' license to the Asso-
companies: The Farmers Union Mu~ prohibit it by law." tentlon of the Association officials entire report and a. lot more cor- elation and lay the groW1dwork for 
~~~es~~-. I=~n~ak~f:1~~~Y al~ th~h::::t:~:i~ .. h~~ ~ ce~~~~~~~~ ~~P:ie w~~: :~ :;~f~~~n~i:i~~nofi~ia~t~1;h ~e evi!1;~!~ a~g:ft~:d tUire~~ 
issue4. a license to the National their intentions may have been dicated "some carelessness in hand- brought no satisfactory results, I days. 
~~;Et:~~\atir?:;~~~~~1: 5~:H~a~!:ifi~:t:~}1:~ :~ .a~ ti!::::\: t:t:::· .. =~~ ~~: :~~0:/hat there =e:~r~;e:1.c;£:~~ll!ii 
not out to wreck any farmers or- type of loans they have been other insurance companies who Application Denied . for the Insurance department while 
ganl.zatlona. making. Their accounting pro- realize the importance of the Quentin Burdick conducted the ex-
Record Speaks :~~:d ~uf1:f:~t~~· ~i:.i:: :~:t!:::;,~e :f ::1rp~~~efi!1:a~1!: By Otto Krueger t~i~;!~a~io!~tnesses on b half or 
For Itself !~:;e;:;t a:t'!:i!~1'! tt:! ~~ !!re~:tr;~rd~:nsn~! rr:t o~~: co~<;~~~i~1;'/it~n t~~r~r!;1s1~: ~~ c1it~~:sc~~;if: s~dreit~~~y0rt~: 
track." cers in charre of insurance com- Chapter 26-12 of the North Dakota gether with all exhibits pertaining BUT LET US LOOK AT THE 
~~iin~1 ':nrfot~~ t~ ~~~ Ten Reasons Cited 
ficial records up to the present time. 
Here are the FACTS:-
The .. National Union Security As-
soo.lattttn" was organized and incor-
porated ln Denver, Colorado, Decem-
ber , lt3'1, a1 the following:-James 
Y;;n7::.~~; J~iu?o~~~~~ff blie~~ 
Commissioner Erickson on Febru-
ary 27, 1945, in a letter mailed to the 
Association citing ten specific rea-
sons for revoking its license, stated: 
"With the foregoing condi-
tions and practlc existing on 
the date of the examination re-
port, I find no alternative in the 
performance of my duty to deny 
you the authority to do any bus-
iness in this state other than 
fulfilling the obligations of those 
contracts entered into before 
this date. 
panies." Revised Code of 1943, '.I specifically thereto, I as Commissioner, on June 
There ls nothing wrong with that denied the application of the Asso- 10, 1947, issued an Order specifically 
statement, is there? I believe any ciation for a renewal certificate of denying the application of the Na-
fairminded person ·will agree with authority to do business in North tional Farmers Union Life AEso-
it. It is incumbent upcn the Insur- Dakota. elation for a license or renewal ll-
ance department to safeguard and On the evidence before me, there cense or certificate of authority or 
protect the insuring public's invest- was nothing else I could do. renewal certificate of authority to 
ments in life and other insurance. In denying the Association's ap- do business in North Dakota. 
Just a little co-operation on the plication I set !forth in detail thir- This order was accompanied by 
part of the Association officials with teen rea. ons for such action on my Findings of Fact and Conclusions of 
the Department woul~ have settled part, malling same, together with Law which held that the Assocla-
the entire matter at this time. But, I the Order Denying the Application, tion had failed to substantiate it.s 
am sorry to say, such cooperation to James G. Patton, President of claim of having overcome or cor-
was inot forthcoming. The Assoc;a- the Association, at Denver, Colorado. rected the complaints enumerated 
tion officials instead chose to 1g- (These reasons are embodied in the by the Comml.ssioner. 
nore the suggestion. case with other evidence and I wish 
ver, and Walter J . Ott of Ft. Mor-
gan, Colorado., W. C. Moore of Ar-
vada, Colo., and c. E. Huff of sauna, 
Kansas. IMr. Patton is listed in the 
articles ef incorporation as being 
president ef the concern. (Later the 
name was changed to "National 
~=~ c~~~~o.fM£o :;i0 ~~:t1~~; da~ :~· F~t~!;:~·19~~. t~~~!! Krueger Suggests 
:C':!,~':!r::r:;e:~e~ ~:~ ~~:~ !~t~ce~:o:i~t~!: r:;!t':/: .. Se- An Examination 
~rere~~r t~~
0
~0:~SC:!i~~nJ~:: Decision Appealed 
its decision.) An Appeal was taken from the 
Ing to say about the formation of Shortly thereafter, however, Theo- In returning the Association's 
thia c«poration. dore J. Pensas, who was then actu- check we said that the application 
In April 1938 the Association was ary for the Insurance Department, for license renewal would be con-
issued a Certificate of Authority to I prepared an order rescinding Mr. sidered if the Association 
transact business in the state of Col- Erickson's revocation order and act- "would care to stand an exa.m-
orado and in May 1938 was admitted ing Commissioner S. A. Olsness, who ination to verify whether or not 
into North Dakota by the then Com- served 1n that official capacity for a you are so operating the com-
misaloner Oscar !Erickson. Each year short period while iMr. Erickson was pany that we can cately let the 
Mandamus proceedings were then decl.ston of the Comml.ssioner on 
started against me by the .Associa- June 16 by Attorney Quentin Bur-
tion to compell me to renew the dick for the Association in a otice 
Association's license. This action of Appeal !filed with the Clerk of 
was brought in the District Court the :Oistrlct Court of Burleigh coun-
of Burleigh County, and when the ty. , 
matter came up at a .final hearing An Appeal Bond in the sum of 
before the late Judge Fred Janson- $250.00 was filed with Thomas L. 
ius on April 17, 1947, the action was Snortland and Harold Jesperson as 
dismissed. (Continued on Pag 6) 
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memlber that a'bout $80,000,000 of w M R s d There is room for sincere ~-
this belongs to trust and ;SPEl<:ial e ust eturn to oun cral thought in our Nation. Be-
Published by funds that cannot be used for paying forms of many kinds are neces-
R. 0. C. MESSENGER 
Republican Organizing Committee the coots of government. G s R b sary, and without liberal thought 
Headquarters Grand Pacific Hotel. sc=f~~;::s:g~~::::: ~;:~~:;: overnment ays O ertson ::~:. ';~~dth!e t!!!!~ ::: 
Bismarck, N. D. 51nking funds to retire the real estate The trend toward centralization of sonal Hberty and security. In our thought born of the New Deal 
__ w_. _M_._s_M_A_R_T_, _Ed_1_·to_r _ 
1 
~~:iei~=:~sa;~n ~~:i·:i~ ~~;;~~ ~;s~~~~~ a;!;~o1sm~lt!t !aJ~~n g;:a~:v!x~~f t~a!h;:Y t~a~ 7i!:1~n':f~!:t:: 0':1" c~t!r 
-----~--·-----lir;:a::~:s~:~i~~h:l $~~0~~~ :~ft~~ ;io;~g!se l~:e o~~:~ri: t~~e % :~~~tie!~m~!t~: ~ :i~~t ~~e~~:~~r~ted c:!i:~:~ 
Post War rehabilitation funds aggre- Congressman Charles R. Robertson. maintain our free enterprise sys- 'I challenge this mis-guided liberal-
Farmers Predominate gating $5,000,000, teachers' retire- In an article on "How Can We tern. ism. A liberal is one who seeks for ment funds of $2,600,000, state bond- Maintain Our Free Enterprise Sys- his fellow man a greater degree o! 
N!~~1:ico7t~
1
;::~s~!r:rh ~ ~a~iu:i:d~f oi\~~:,OooJ,ir~atn~!:= te;~~~~gr~~;!:t~ R~!~~r~~s!ays~he Monopoly Bad ~:::ri ~ug::~~e::a~C::~~:e:. 
~eth!xs~!i~=gi:i~=~~~!~n in;t:i~ !~~e d~~~~!m°;nf~;!l~f a~~3:~~~ ~~t;~e!~rspo~: ~!Ve!~~.~!_!:~~ In All Forms :~~::t~~/~b~~.:ec:~:th~ 
ence of actual farmers who 'know The ordinary operating ex- equally important, has preserved It must be stressed that our but no government can grant. a peo-
and understand the problems of penses must be paid out of the freedom of mind and body. system of private enterprise and ple security, if by so doing it takes 
rural people. general fund of about $12,000,000, Under private enterprise our for- free competttion does not con- away their liberty. That liberty-our 
Our governor is a farmer. He was which the state has after trans- ests were cleared, our railroads con- done monopoly. Monopoly is the unrivaled system of free enterprise 
born on a farm, has lived practi- fering three millions to the high- structed, our factories ibuilt, our ore very antithesis of free competi- -has !been our greatest source of 
cally all his life on a farm and until way department, three millions and coal mined. The United States tion. Monopoly within private strength and security. 
r£e ~o':i!s~ :~:e;0!tta~:edattau:~ !~!h:n:;;~;; ~~~b~~:~ r~e~e~~~:;r!:1!!t~~t ~~~a~~~~:, !.°!'1!.~1 !: :e ~ea! ;o!::!e~ We Should Return 
t?:e:;:~e
01;;~ h:/~~r!d~ru~~ :U~i::::~f this $12,000,000 must be sh~~: of~Y:!: 1a~~r1~!! ~~~ ;:"~r :;~::;::ti:~a::n_ To Constitution 
support of his family and the edu- paid the unexpended part of the brok~n, and the highest living stand- ntlttee, of which I am a Member, this The most important single step 
cation of his children. institutional building appropriations ard m the world attained. year increased funds beyond the needed to preserve our free enter-
Senator Milton Young, the gov- amounting ,to about $4,000,000, so it Under private enterprise, twice in amount requested by the President prise system is the return to Oon-
emor's appointee to the United is doubtful if this general fund is the last thirty-five years, the U_ruted for the Department of Justice for ~titutional government. 
States senate, who was overwhelm- too large. It is ample to meet all States has produced and equipped the enforcement of anti-trust laws. The constitution of the United 
ingly endorsed lby the people at the foreseeaJble expenditures and will and trained armies and navies to We also allowed the full Budget es- states of America has insured the 
June 1946 election, was !born on a prdba!bly provide adequately for any win two world wars. timate for funds for the Federal freedom of our people and has pro-
farm near Berlin, which he OWil8 drop in state revenues due ,to any Yes, under private enterprise we Trade Commission for enforcement vided the opportunity 'ror moral and 
and operates with the help of his future less favorable economic con- have attained an unlbelievable indus- of the Fair Trade Practices Act. material achievement 
family. Senator Young 1s a member ditions. trial and moral strength. Through- This action is not enough, Laws The founding fathers rightly 
of the powerful agricultural com- We believe the financial policy out history mankind has sought per- on our books must be strengthened, and righteously feared a ••super-
mittee in the senate, and is known of the North Dakota state gov- and more important, the Adminis- state," and wisely made resena-
as one of the most influential farm ernment is embedded in sound b tratlon, be it Repulblican or Demo- tlons which have been effective 
leaders in the senate. principles. Lau Says Interest cratic, must prosecute monopoly with throughout our history untu re-
The chairman o! the Republican its utmost vigor. We cannot coun- cent years. Through the Consti-
Organ!zing committee, Senator Ever- G h f Grows In Grant County tenance monopoly if we are to pre- tution they granted certain pow-
~:· h!~:: "t;J:t:;~~~~ f!fi°:f~ rowf Q H. G. Laub, ROC chairman in serve our free American economy. ~ !~h~~e ;,':e°:salw'::eve;:~ 
life. He is one of the great liberals Federal Power ~~~ c~~~~f~~sr:\:~\i!n.G~~ Gives Definition of in the sovereign people, and ~~tir:~:~: ~~~ :-n~i:~;~ The decision of .the U.S. Supreme county, and that a good delegation True L·1bera1·1sm :.:~~0:f::ei~ns~= 
community life, has ,fought for the court that in the absence of congres- will .be sent to the ROC state con- provided for a separa.tion of 
farmers' best interests in North Da- sional acts the paramount rights to ve;1tion on March 22 and 23· I so strongly !believe in the basic powers between the E:1:ecu.ttve, 
lrota. There is no greater champion ~~~i!h~~~at.u~:rre!~e ::; be=~ ~~t !°~ty ;;;;::a. a: truths o! our Oonstitution and our Legislative and Judicial branch-
~;~:/8~ifr!torth Dakota than federal government, does not mean pouuca1 matters," says Mr. ~ub. ;~e~ ~~ fr::~~rpr;e ~!r:n:; :a.Uc~':'-:::;,= =~.;: 
Of the 162 senators and represen- ::e; ~~!:!~~:;! ~:d~t:i~ deft, sfr:lievein ~~s t:u!tO<?. is gaming them, whether by so-called Uberals The people of the United States, 
tatives in the North Dakota legisla- the %tates or to the fedeni.l go~- gth y, espousing a gravitation to autocracy and their elected representatives in 
ture, 109, about two thirds of the ment 1n Government, or iby radical ,groups government, fed with emergency 
total, e.re farmers. There are eighty- we· have heard much about the is the constant and unchecked as the Communists who will stop at propaganda, living from man-made 
five farmers in the house and twen- views o! those who would extend the growth of our federal govern- nothing to take away from the peo- crisis to crisls, and fearing chaos 
ty-four in the senate. rights of the federal government ment, which now has grown to Pie of the Nation those rights which unless the Executive's powers were 
North Dakota is one of the toward centralization of federal such staggering proportions that have meant so much to the United expanded, have unwittingly assisted 
most purely agricultural states authortty at ,the expense o! the it cannot be encompassed by the States and its advancement. (Continued ou Paa-e 8) 
In the Union. Every dollar of states but little has been published imagination of men. 
/the people's income comes from regarding the contentions o! forty- Government, whether in our 
~e!:i,~t[::i::~:,' :ee c~:~ ~e~~t~:? G.g:=~· including ;',~~~ or any other, feeds on 
the banker, the schoel teacher, The contention of the forty-three The larger it 'becomes, the greater 
the mechanic, the oil and gaso- states that these lands belong to its demand for personnel and gov-
line dealer, the lumberman and the states and not to the federal ernmental officials, and the grea,ter 
the hotel man all depends upon government, is based on Article 10 its expansion, the greater Will be its 
the snooess of the faJ'IDer. of the umted states constitut ion needs for money, and the more per-
What we need ilHNorth Da- which says: • - sonnel involved in government, the 
kota fs a realization on the part "The powers not dele,ated to greater will be the efforts of that 
of every citizen, rural and urban, the United states by the con- government to !ind and perform 
that his supreme economic duty stitution, nor prohibited by it to ~un~tions to keep it active and to 
is to assist in every possible way the states are reserved in the Justify its oontinuance and support. 
the farmers of North Dakota In states res'pectively or to the Under this doctrine, if correct, 
bringing about prosperous and people." ' and allowed to remain the law 
stable farm con~tions in . our !No delegation of ownership of of ~eland as pronounced by the 
state, and it is highly beneficial these ,tidelands bordering the states Umted States Supreme Court, 
that there are so many acitual has ever been given to the federal the federal government may ol-
farmers amon; .the ~eaders of government, and the extension of ~tely cla~ a param.ount 
our state adDlllllStration. these rights without congressional r1ght, in the mter4:5t of national 
enactment is an extension of au- defense and security, In all the 
Senator Brant On Taxes thor~i'ieinq!!N!1~:.Ushould the ~::~O:!r1:e :::·out or a 
We ,urge our readers to read the ::n::::a:w:.:e~c!:C!;!~~ ::
0
f~Ye~t ~v~:111!1:!;~: 
address of Senator Brant, our state rights of the states be continued, those who contmuously, either 
chairman, on taxes in North Dakota. or should the people of America by direct or indirect means, are 
Our opponents blame the ROC for call a halt? seeking further centralization of 
the increase in property taxes in In order ,that our readers may authority in the government of 
1947· th i S t B t mow the views of forty-three sov- the United States, and who feel 
~~ t~hi .s, as ~na, o~ d rat ereign states, we present lbelow ex- that the functions originally, 
exp a:5, s ~rea~s ;:o u~th tracts from Attorney General John- and still belonging to the several 
any cre~se s axes . . e son's arguments before the Judi- states of the union, can better 
state levy 1~ actually ~ower than m ciary committee of the United be performed by the United 
1946) but is due entirely. ito local States senate: states government. 
t~es, tJ:i~se levied by counties, tow;i- There are a great many people The trend towards centraliza-
s1>:1ps, c1t1es, villages and school dlS- who do not believe that the fed- tion o! power in the United 
tncts which were compelled to levy cral government can perform States government has already 
i~ore taxes to pay for the infla- many local functions as effec- gone too far, and if the health 
t10nary costs of go~e~ment. tively as the states, and that of our dual system of govern-
What 1s most significant. The further encroachment upon state ment is to be retained, it is im-
ROC opponents who are loudest in sovereignty by the federal gov- perative that no further exten-
their blame of the ROC w:ere the ernment is dangerous to our sion of centralized authority be 
st?u~t champions of ,th~ b1~l~ per- continued liberty. granted either by the Congress 
nuttmg th~ local munic1palit1es to Our forefathers also knew or by judicial interpretation of 
make the mcreased levies because that government close to the the constitution. 
they knew that hundreds of schoo~s people was the best and more In our yearning for security, it 
wo~d close and scores of munic1- easily controlled to effect their has become the thought of many 
~lltie~ would cease to function en- wishes and desires. A govern- that to provide it adequately, we 
ti_rely if more funds <were., not pro- ment close to the people, and in need a powerful central govern-
Vl~; members of the Non Partisan !!:r Je~'i:! ~t!~~· f::d~~ :: ::::;th: f:;e~:=~~~1:~ i:c: 
leagu~ an_d the members ?f .the fann framers of the United States utter conflict with our original 
c,rga~zat10~~ voted unan~m<;>usly for constitution. theory of government. Are we 
the bills ra1smg the levy limits. The fear of a powerful federal going to find a solution to our 
5?me of ,the ROC ~ppone:1ts ex- government was actual and real yearning for security more eas-
plam the s,tuat!on ,this way. to our forefathers and the con- Uy in such a government than 
''We know that we fou~ht and stitution was an attempt on one that :iS operated from the 
voted for these tax levy mcreas- their part to keep the tendency bottom up. 
es, bv,t ~he increase .in taxes towards centralization of fed- The California decision is bl!t 
came while you were m power eral authority within certain another wedge that may ult1-
and we believe that the voters bounds. mately go a long way to destroy 
will blame you, and not us, for All authority of the United the republic. In my humble 
the increase." States government must find its opinion, our chance of keeping 
.A Sound Financial Policy 
Every Messenger reader should 
study the article !by Gov. Fred G. 
Aandahl on "What Constitutes a 
Sound Financial Policy." 
Due to good times and wise gov-
ernmental management, North Da-
lrota has about $92,000,000 in the 
state treasury, but it is 'Wise :to re-
basis in the constitution and the this government a republic must 
laws enacted pursuant thereto. rest on our constant and per-
Yet it is a fact that as it is now sistcnt endeavor to keep properly 
being interpreted and construed, balanced the powers of the 
loca'l governmental power, his- states as against the federal 
torically and generally conceded government. 
as belonging to the states, is said 
to reside in the government of I 1 the ,United states. Bismarck, March 22-23 
One of the prevalent evils of ROC State Convention 
our times In the United States 
Voters,Be'VVare! 
The same questionable leadership that tried to destroy 
~ ort Do ota ater evelopment Pro · r ·now openly 
in State politics. 
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HEARINGS n 
Before The ,a~ 
SUBCOMMI'ITEE OF TH:11 
COMMI'ITEE ON APPROPRIATIONS 
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 
Eightieth Congress 
Monday, May 26, 1947. 
GARRISON DAM 
STATEMENT OF RUSSELL SMITH, LEGISLATIVE 
SECRETARY, NATIONAL FARMERS UNION, 
WASHINGTON, D. C. 
Mr. Smith. My name is Russell Smith, and I am leg-
islative secretary of the National Farmers Union. 
I do appear here today in a triple capacity. I am ap-
pearing for the National Farmers Union and for the 
South Dakota and North Dakota State Union ... 
Mr. Smith. THEN, ON BEHALF OF MR. GLENN J. 
TALBOTT, PRESIDENT OF THE NORTH DAKOTA FARMERS 
UNION, I SHOULD LIKE TO READ A BRIEF STATEMENT 
OF HIS. 
Mr. Engel. How long is it and how long will it take? 
Mr. Smith. All right, sir; it will take five minutes. 
Mr. Engel. Very well, go ahead. 
Mr. Smith. (reading): 
"It is the STRONG CONVICTION OF OUR MEMBERSHIP 
IN NORTH DAKOTA, and in other States,affected by the· 
proposed GARRISON DAM, THAT CONGRESS SHOULD 
DENY FURTHER FUNDS FOR WORK at the site and direct 
that a special comprehensive survey be made of the prob-
lem and proposals before any action is taken. The 
survey should be made by a group of experts appointed 
by the President either from among citizens in private 
life or from Government personnel in agencies other 
than the Corps of Army Engineers or the Bureau of Re-
clamation. · 
"There is no doubt whatever that sentiment 
against the proposed dam is growing daily . . " 
March, 1948 R. 0. C. MESSF..NGER Page Fin 
North Da.kota' s Highway Problems Lemke Says Production Costs 
l d b C · J Must Be Minimum Price Out ine y ommissioner ones In the belief that American far-
- ------------1 mers face some crit1ca1 days in the u s Cannot Compete 
Highway Commissioner N. 0. Jones 
ls tackllng in a serious and aggres-
sive way · North Dakota's highway 
problems. Fundamentally the prob-
lems stem from the fact that for 
over fifteen years due to adverse 
economic conditions our state high-
ways have been neglected and now 
we are faced with a tremendous task, 
and all the roads needed cannot be 
built in one year. 
Legislative enactments in 1947 
have now given the state increased 
financial aid and the d~partment 
ls working aggressively under a 
stare-wide plan. Some eight million 
dollars in new roads and road im-
provements are planned for 1948 
Discussing the state's r oad prob-
lems, Mr. Jones says in the follow-
Ing article: 
To many people the Highway De-
partment 1S only considered as being 
an organization whose principal 
function 1s to furnish the state with 
view of possible changing conditions future, Congressman Wllliam Lemke • • 
which would auow us . to do more ~!~!r~n t~~ fif~r:~~~!0:1~!t t:: With Slave Labor 
!~~~d 1~Ji~at!~~a~~n!;f~~~f ~~: minimum. There are other foreign element.s 
way that were graded during 1947 Discussing the farm situation in that affect the future of agriculture. 
w!ll not be oil surfaced in 1948 in- North Dakota Mr. Lemke says: . x::i:1ca~urtr::~se :~eilfa:~~ 
asmuch as we feel that we can af- The recent ups and downs in pnce chinery have been sent to practl-
fect a greater s~,1ng in our overall of farm products is just a forerun- cally every nation on the globe. our 
investment an~ m our maintenance ner. There is no legislation that will ExecuUve Departments have sent 
cost by improvmg the grade of more permanently protect the farmer experts to train foreign people-
miles with those funds so that we from again being made the shock even 1n Russia-how 'to operotc end 
can lower the tremendous snow re- absort>er. In fact, there was little use American implements At th 
:::e~.c~;'~~~t=i~!c~!~ ~~~ ~~~~~!~~fb~~~~~n~h~~=e1;it :~1:~a::! ~~d!iot jo~ce,~: 
add later. recession of 1937, 1938, and 1939. were sent to Yugoslavia. 
In 1947 we awarded contracts for During the depression, wheat was w·th fllese f impl ts, 
highway improvements affecting 251 as low as 25c a bushel, oats 4c and fore:..Oers, usin;1":on an~:ve 
miles of the hlghway system. This eggs 14c a dozen. Under the recession labor, will compete with the 
involved grading, and oil surfacing wheat was as low as 38c a bushel, American farmer in our own do-
projects and approximately 20 miles oats 9c and eggs 7c a dozen. During mmtlc ma.rkets.-market.s that we 
ot Portland cement concrete Con- the depression it cost $8.62 to farm ha ct to f rel d d 
tracts were awarded in 1947 .in the 11n acre of wheat in North Dakota. me~lc ~e tra~e..:n an~er i:; 
amount of approximately two mil- Under the recession it was up to Reel I Trad A ts. 
lion dollars for oil surface work $19. So there was little difference as The!~only on~ sofu::~ the 
which was to be performed in 1948, far as the farmers were concerned. s.grioultural problem and that i! 
contracts being awarded too late in Again, the farm population has cost of product.ion-a noor not a 
Hlrhway Commissioner N. o. the season for the work to be com- decreased from about thirty-three ceiling below which prices ~ not 
Jones says t hat the 1948 hirhway pleted but it did allow the contractor million to nineteen million, w.hile be pe~tted to go for that part 
construction program calls for softening and loosening the en.Ure time to stock pile the necessary ma- the general population increased of any agricultural product domes-
the expenditure of approximately ~urface. Loads then of course break terials, move his equ1pment, etc., to sixteen million. tln the past, the far- tlcally cons1DJ1ed. Or if you wish to, 
$8,000,000 but probably the entire up the traveling surface and from the project so that he will be ready mers elected about one-third of the call it one hundred percent parity, 
prorram cannot be completed in a standpoint of service, the highway to start as soon as spring weather Congressmen-now about one-sev- which 1s ten percent less than cost 
1948. becomes unusable. Where drainage conditions permi.t. enth. This makes farm legislation of production.. 
About $1,250,000 will be spent conditions are good, such as in gen tly • increasingly difficult. There need be no surplus of Amer-
on concrete surfaces and an rolling or in rolUng t er rain, where Sprmg Frosts Some of the legislation recently lean farm products. There is a great 
equal amount on blacktop this the soil is of a reasonably light passed will affect ~!culture ad- shortage of gasoline. Let us use the 
year. The remainder will be ex- ~~xi::~: c~!trJ~~ ~fas~!l wtf~t~: Cause Damage . ~:;~"i I~;: ~::!:::i~~~ ~~~; ~~: J:1 ~~~=rin ~:.~; 
~~ed for rravel-surfaced high- very satisfactory service for the vol- Another economic problem which foreign farm products are coming not take both the state and federal 
The figures included the cost ume of traffic normally carried on faces the Highway Department is tax off a ten percent alcohol-gaso-
of rradln, as wen as surfacing. ::nyy a:1e~~~d
0
tr!:01:~r; ~~~ ~ha;n ~h~~t~S:~. !1~~\. ~ :: Issues Booklet :~~;~!!u~~!t:~ ~J:0i:,~ 
The prorram involves about 300 di bl t ti to ope 
miles or construc.tion. ~~i~g~ ~ ~:~~\~:!;.~~~~ ;~~ :~h. ~!gr~:!e ea;~!~~te1y \wo On School Music ~":. ~~ c!n~!~i:fJ:oi 
Jones says that many miles of ample in the Red River Valley, and thousand miles of oiled surface high- The Department of Public Instruc- barrels of gasoline. 
hirhway graded last year will not where drainage conditions are bad ways representing an investment, if tlon has just issued a new book on 
!>:.d ~:-:=en;~i{ftr~! : ~1~c~~:~;,yth~0~\~~~~~~a:i; :re:;::;:~~~;:~~;~~~:~:~ co:fes or study ror high school Price Must Reach 
make a greater over-all saving on tonnage of vehicle loads, concrete ment can be seriously jeopardized if m.~ ~se syllabi were developed p d • ( 
Its Investment by improving more surfaces are t he only ones known at we were to allow all vehicles and through the cooperation of various rO ucfiOn 0St 
grades at this time than by hard- this t ime that can pQSSibly stand all types of loads to drive over this music educators 1n the state" said I repeat there Is only one 
surfacing the hl(hways already up, particularly in the spring when mileage in the spring when t he frost Garfield B. Nordrum, state 'super- permanent remedy for a.grleul-
rraded. the frost comes out. Concrete pave- ls coming out and the subgrade is intendent of public instruction ture-cest of prodaetion u a 
"The oiled surfaces we will add ir.ent is a rigid surface and can sup- soft and unable to support the loads. Nordrum said "It 1s our hope that minimum price. This on not onlJ 
later," Jones aald. port itself over voids which occur The only thing then Ior l\lS to do is these syllabi win be helpful to all five a(ricul&aral products, 1'11& 
,__ ______ _ _ _ __, 1from the settling of the ground and to restrict the load to what our engi- high school music instl"Uctors a.nd on some foi,ty. It was for this 
highways and they seldom, if ever, various earth movements which take :n.eering staff considers a safe that they will aid 1n the improve- reason that I Introduced H. R. 
give thought to the serious economic place in freezing and ,thawing of amount that may be allowed to go ment of the quality of music in- 'JM. This bill Is the revlBed, 
problem which a good highway sys- heavy soil Oiled surfaces, regardless over the highways for. .the period structlon in the high schools of the streamlined, twentieth edtUon of 
tem presents. As provided by Statute, of how expensive they may be built, while the frost 1s commg out and state." slmllar bills. It has had the en-
the gaaoline tax and motor vehicle are a t the lbest only a flexible pave- the subgrade is drying and until it dol'llemeni ol over six hundred 
1toeoaes furnish the revenue which ment. The surface itself has no rig- becomes firm enough to again sup- different Members of Con,rt!llll 
makes possible the highway stem idity or tensile trength to support port th loa To allow loads too $669,000.00 for equ1pment, some of within the la8' ftfteen years. 
of the state. For inany years past t he loads wh!ch go .over it. It is heavy !or tlie safety o! e hwo. hie was or er d 1n 1 and not tion 2 (a) of this b!ll prov!d 
,uie revenues which have 'been p,:o- entirely dependent upon ithe base surface from the stand point of in- delivered until in 1947. We are at- tha.t ''The Secretary of Agriculture 
vided were entirely inadequate to that lies below the surface for sup- jury is to risk the expenditure of tempting 'to divide our maintenance .shall ascertain and determine for 
properly maintai:¥'the mileage. More port. The cost of an oiled surface several hundred thousand dollars in exp~nditures much on the .same each year the average cost of pro-
recently Initia!)d Measures passed highway 1s approximately three repair. While the restrictions p resent basis as that outlined above on con- duction to the farmers of each such 
by the people d Acts by the Leg- times the cost of building a gravel an inconvenience t o heavy haullng structlon. Many old pieces of main- o.grtcultural product. Such average 
islature have substantially increased surfaced highway and concrete 1s for a period of a few weeks, it in- t.e??ance equipment were purchased cost of production shall be deter-
the revenues a 'aila. le to the State approximately five times as much. sures the same users that after the pnor to 1935. We have many trucks mined after public hearing , l)IIJ'U-
Hlghway Department both for main - There 1s some compensation re- restrictions are off they can enjoy whico we are using on rather lim- cipated in by the representntives of 
tenance an<I for the matching of turned because of reduced ma!nten- good highway surface conditions for lted service which have in excess of 1armers' organizations and by other 
Federal for reconst ruction of ance on concrete surfaced highways. the balance of ,the year. Without re- 200,000 miles on them, but .to :eplace interested parties. It' shnll !nclude 
existing ' hways. During t he war As an example, on the concrete strictions the roads would 'be broken all of this old worn out equ1pmen; depreclation and soil depletion, and 
years, practically no construction mileage on the state system in re- up and with the normal rains which would take in excess of a mllllon all items of cost, including produc-
work was performed except that cent years the maintenance expense come in the spring, the entire grade and a hal! dollars and we do not tlon expenses, interest, taxes, wages 
which was Imperative for possible has been approximately $120 per "would become saturated and it feel that 1t would 'be economically of farm and family l:l.bor, a .return 
mllltary service. This was true all mile. On oil surfaced portions of the v;ould perhaps be a matter of wise to spend such an amount of of 4 per centum on fnrm property 
over the Nation and it was found same trunk highway where traffic months before these soft spots would money for equ1pment when we have equity, and compen atlon to the 
by a National Survey that as con- use of the road was equal to that of be dried out sufficiently to put on so many portions of the state high- o.verage weekly earnings of 4he in-
struction programs lagged, mainten- the concrete the maintenance has a new surface. A great deal of work ways which need expenditure of dustrtal worker as found and det.er-
ance expenditures were directly af- exceeded 1500 pfr mile. The savings and expense would be involved in funds to improve them for traffic. mined by the Secretary of Labor. 
fected by an increase in proportion effected in maintenance ,by the con- drying out these places and replac- We are endeavoring to operate the The bill provides that in case there 
to the decrease of construction ex- crete surface over a period of years ing the oiled surface. This cost has Highway Department on principals ~ no recognized basic grade, staple, 
penditures. This, of course, has been wlll pay for the difference in the reached as muc?- as a half a million so as to get as much value as possible classification or quality for nny such 
true in North Dakota as well as in added cost and will provide a wear- dollars in previous years. 1:0 allow from the inflated dollar and to get agricultural product, then the see-
the balance of the Nation. In view of ing surface which wlll carry the such a condition to prev~ again as much improvement bo~h in new retary, after public hearings, p r-
the need for the Improving of many traffic for many years much more would be sheer waste of public funds. work and maintenance as IS possible ticipated 1n by representatives of 
miles of our highway system to re- sat1sfa::torily than the oiled surface Load restrictions are therefore es- to get. farmers' organizations nnd other in-
duce the maintenance cost by re- roads could do under adverse soil sentlal for the preservation of our We are otfering <?ur engineers a terested parties, shall promulgate a 
constructing portions to a new and and drainage conditions. highways. The same conditions pre- salary which we b.elieve comparable basic grade, staple, classificatlon, or 
modern design, it is felt that we vall in regard to graveled surfaces with all other similar organizations. q_uality for such agricultural product. 
~!~ul!rr:~:~o!~se~:ic~g~h~r~:~~ N. D. Has Three Basic r~i:\ t~:~ ~~;af1~str~~c~:iring :e a~~r~ ao~~!~f~~ :~y c~~tl~~: jf I!i~~:x ~r~=i~~ ~?;:: 
amount of work which we could · f . Maintenance expenditures in 1948 branches of this Department. mdlv!duals or corporations. These 
have expected a few years ago with Types O Design were $3,473,000. for.general mainten- Our c.onstruction season, partlcu- wganlzations e.re bonded and not 
the same amount of' money. There are three baS1? types Of de- ::s°fo~l~a~:!i~c~i;~~:s:. ~rs ~i~k, ~1t;ier::~~~t. tg;!~!~~~:c~: ~r=t~ t: ':!!:Jc :a:~s: ~ 
H·ighway Needs sign considered as ~emg sumcie~t 1nvo1ves a similar amount and our quite severe. usually with a 1ot of bill a1so provides that these sur-to handle our traffic needs. It 1s plans for maintenance work in 1948 snow and deep frost. Cost of snow pluses may be sold to processors and 
Are Outlined ~~~~:::r:ivI~: I~se !:::;;~~ ;;~~ ~~~~c~9!~e .:t~1:~ :a~~~~i ~~;;;Jtt~~e~net~! t~;~~:'n~st~: ~~:r;~~ec~. :t ::mi~~!t 
North Dakota has three distinct so as to do so~e portion of highway many miles of oil surfaces and re- from the standpoint of economy. disposed of in foreign countr.es and 
classes of highway needs-namely, improvement m each of the three gravel many additional miles of We have nothing to show for the not 1n competition with the domes-
concrete, oil and ,gravel surfaced design groups. We propose to recon- gravel surfaces. Combined m!leage expenditure which has been made tic products. 
roads. These classifications are es- struct a limited mileage in the Re_d improvement of thiS nature covered except tremendous repair bllls for Under this bill, when enacted into 
tablished by the volume of traffic, River Valley each year w1:1ere traffic 1251 miles in 1947. trucks and equipment which has law, there wW ibe no interference 
the volume of tonnage in vehicle conditions are the heaviest, where been used for battling snow drifts with the omestic mark.et until the 
1oads, soil conditions, drainage con- v~hicle tonnage 1oadf are perhaps Will Build Roads throughout the winter. price 01 a commodity r~ns below 
ditions, and the importance of the higher than in any o,her portion of Time is of very great importance cost of 1Product!on. When that hap-
highway tn the commun1t:es which t~e state e.nd where the soil cond!- Under 1947 Law in all construction and maintenance pens, the tim provides th t "It s11a11 
it serves. For hi.ghways on a state t.ons are very poor from a_ stand . functions and a great deal of it is thereupon become the duty of the 
system the grade design is basically point of building good highway We plan o recon~truct qmte a going to be requlred for the fulfil- secretary of the Treasury to levy 
the same for all three classifications. grades. substantial mileage with state high- ment of the desires of the public and collect upon such foreign com-
It is generally agreed that the high- Our 1948 program calls for an ex- way forces under provisions of law t-0 have the major mileage of the peting ~ricultural product or sub-
way should be built well above the pendlture o! approximately eight passed by the last Legislative Ses- State Highway System improved to stltute notwithstanding thn.t such 
surrounding terrain, the slopes million, of which a million and a sion. Several miles were constructed a dustless surface. Many will be- agricultural product or substitute 
i:hould be flat and the ditches wide quarter dollars will be spent on con- in 1947 and we hope to equal or ex- come impatient with the progress may have been originally produced 
and shallow so that the wind can crete surfaces, approximately an ceed that amount in 1948. This work that is made, but a long range plan in the United States or in any of 
sweep the roadway itself and under equal amount on oiled surfaces, and is carried on on lesser important such as the Department has worked its possessions, in it.! proeessed or 
normal winter conditions keep it the balance of our funds on grav- highways where only the most se- on and is stlll expanding seems to be manufactured or 1n its unprocessed 
clear of snow. This type of roadway eled surfaces, all of which includes vere conditions exist. the only way that the ultimate goal or unmanufactured state, when im-
not only reduces the snow removal grading as well as surfaces, and While the Department is very can be reached. ported from any foreign country into 
co.sts during the winter lbut it saves involves approximately 300 miles. It much in need of additional new into this county in competition with the Ujilied States or any of its pos-
the roadway from excessive moisture is doubtful that we will be able to equipment, we are holding our American farm products. More will sessions, a duty equal to t.he differ-
in the spring where the snow had complete this amount of work in one equipment purchases to a reasonable come In as Europe and Asia get on ence between the world price and 
accumulated during the winter and construction year; however, we be- proportion of the total amount of their feet. More of them w\11 come the cost-of-production price of such 
thawed. The moisture seeps through lieve that we should plan more work money available to the Department !n from Latin America because of product, plus 5 per centum of sucb 
the grade saturating it thoroughly, than we anticipate having done in !or all purposes. In 1947 we paid these agreements. co.st-<>f-production price." 
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Of State's $92,000,000 Cash About North Dakota May Be Powerhouse 
Eighty Millions Are in Trust Funds ~!"~n!.~~~~~t!d"'~!!1!5p,antslntbe20,oolprodud•• 
, --- --- -----------------1.states in the union that some day st&tes during the next five to 10 
Some people think that the State h f in the comparable near future may years. And North Dakota wa.s specl-
of North Dakota With its $92,000,000 Counties' s are O Gas Tax be called on to supply the United fioally mentioned as one of the 
cash on hand has altogether too States with much needed power- states "most likely" to be favored 
much cash. The truth is that of both in the form of electric!ity and with such plants because of the 600 
this big sum, about eighty mllllons Increases Over Half A M·itt·ion gasoline. billion <tons of lignite underlying 
are m trust funds or special funds, Our rivers will supply hydro-elec- the western half of the state. 
none of which can be used for reg- The pas ing of the initiated tax exempt law has brought about tric power and our lignite coal and Other states with heavy depo61ts 
ular normal governmental opera- some great benefits to North Dakota counties. Under the new law natural gas will supply gasoline. of lignite are South Dakota and 
tions. which was trongly favored by Gov. Fred G. Aandahl, counties re- The federal government is fully Montana with a combinoo tonnage 
ceived as their share of gasoline tax collections $1,424,297.97 in 1947 aware of the potentialities of North of approximately 315 billion tons. After transferring millions to the 
Veterans' Rehabilltation f,und, the 
state highway department and the 
state hail insurance fund, the general 
fund still has a.bout twelve millions. 
This 1s large enough to take care of 
ordinary needs and to provide for 
future drain on the sta,te's cash due 
to adverse 'business and e.grlcultural 
condiUons. 
A graphic .picture of the financial 
situation is given in the following 
article by State Treasurer H. W. 
Swenson: 
as compared with 917,811.31 in 1946. Dakota's natural resources and are "North Dakota," said A. C. Field-
already preparing plans for the full ner, head of the fuels division of Thus the counties will receive more than ha a. million dollars 
extra funds for road improvement. 
The following figurei. are the total sums returned to counties for 
1947 and 1946, according to a compilation made by State Treasurer 
H. W. Swenson. These urns are arrived at after deductin&" 40 per 
cent which is considered adequate to take care of refunds to pur-
~:~:~i~~ :~:\i0c~;::.~i~· ~~ !f1 ~ s~s~:i:~t~~r~=~~~:0!:~ 
army engineers plans to start imme- and gasoline as east Texas oll fields 
diately a study of available syn- are today." 
thetic fuels sites. As a partial answer to the oil 
J. J. Walsh, North Dakota state shortage that today faces the United chasers coming under the tax exempt law. 
1947 1946 ~~:ee~~~~1:t~~~a:~ro:ai: ::~;: aa t:~:-t;ea~u~~~~~f tre 
Adams . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13,727.63 8,736.76 recommending that a thorough study government 's synthet.ic fuel pro-
Barnes . . . . . . . . . . . . . .• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 42,269.83 27,573.89 of the state's natural resources, Dar- gram, with the possi'b;Uty of increas-
Benson . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 24,371.48 17,328.58 ticularly that of gas, oll, and other ing the present $30,000,000 appro-
It 1s said that John came home Billings . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4,746.81 3,309.44 products be made by federal and priation to $60,000,000. 
one evening quite peeved and out of Bottineau · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 32,569.66 21,342.62 state geologists. Dr. E. V. Murphree, head of the 
sorots beca,use Joe had monopolized Bowman . · · · · · · · · . ·. · ·................... 11,898.16 7.585.01 For several years a synthetic fuel Standard oil development company, 
the time telling the folks about him- Burke ..... ·.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18,680.58 12,521.08 oil plant has been in operation at 4old tl'le committee that the United 
self, when John wanted to entertain Burleigh .... ·............................ 48,100.06 28,419.19 the North Dakota university extract- States may have to import consid-
them with stories of his accomplish- Cass · . · · · · · . · . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 119,180.05 72,539.82 ing gasoline from lignite. The ex- erable amounts of petroleum within 
ments. Talking shop ls not always Cavalier . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 28,335.17 16,506.42 periments have been highly success- 10 years to meet its needs. 
the most interesting or enterotain1ng Dickey . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 21,441.38 13,696.80 ful, although at first rather costly. 
!~~r:ut°~s~g:J:~= 1~!1~= ~~e . : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ~!:~~i:~! ~~:!~!:: ~!Z::J.\:.:!it:°t~:~~a;:r bge:1~ Hydro-Electric 
to talk about; your state finances. F.ddy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12.248.33 7,665.73 Ion considerably. And continued re- p T I w1:!:~ oi:y=aksa:~~oo.~~t =~~ .. ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~~:~:: 1:;:;:~~ search wm undoubtedly bring it ower o Hep 
where i,t came from or the use to Golden Valley . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11,161.58 7,169.15 f:~~o c!~s
0
!~~c~:~o~. from three North Dakota hydro-electric pow-
which it 1s allocated by law, one of Grand Forks • • · · • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 73,696,0G 46,446-07 When that time comes, plants rre~ ::h:;a~:: !1:t!~~r::; 
the first things that comes to mind Grant · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 17,704·66 11•498 ·45 may be erected near the principal engineers state, or after the Garri-n ~:.11~: :~:?r!:!~nh~!o~J ~!!t:ge~· · :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~t:;i~::z 1:::g: .. ~: lignite coal fields in the western half son dam is completed. This reser-
like to talk shop with you and try Kidder · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · .... • · · · · .. · · 13,178.09 8,412.56 ~~h!~~~~x~;;;f:gh:s~;:e ir~: ;~~ i~p::su~~;;~~~ c~~~e~d 
to break this sum down, showing LaMoure · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 23,532·32 15,519·54 possibilities: Its oils may be l\lSed in Des Lacs reservoirs will produce 
where it came from, and whait uses Logan .. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 14,497-73 9,616·07 the manufa~turing of margarine: 70,000 kw. each during the irrigation = ~~twr b;i:a:e o~!· ~O:efi~f :~~t~ ·. ·. ·. ·. ·.: ·.: ·. ·. ·. ·. ·. ·. ·. ·. ·. ·. ·. ·. ·. ·. ·. ·. ·. ·. ·. ·. ·. ·. ·. ·. ~·.~~!·: ~.~;1·~~ wax, shoe polish and other products. season. 
December 31, 1947, since that is the McKenzie . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 19,331.28 12,786.42 dir~~:ipe !in~ may rtdlat~o inpo"ll "The program now laid out on 
end of a. calendar year, and the time McLean . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 38,563.22 25,154.06 ul ns ;arr g gaso ne P- construction schedules," Krug said, 
that the state examiner makes· his Mercer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 19,175.34 12,747.52 ous cen rs. "not only would help to meet urgent 
annual check of the office. Morton . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 39,439.62 25,617.14 K A k f irrlgat1on and hydroelectric power 
On that date the General Fund Mountrail . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30,117.95 19,262.26 rug $ $ Or needs in the west, but by substan-
balance showed $!2,0'17,779_27. Nelson . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 19,823.58 13,074.07 $9 OOO OOO OOO t!ally casing the pre&;ure on critical Th 1n f hi h th Oliver .. ...... ...... .. .. . . . . ... . .. . . . . . . . . 7,935 .. 14 5,255.52 1 1 1 !~e~0~~ h:~be~~o~~rv~:~;: 
reven~~ t~~ur~r!f~u:d ~mes~ ::.i:~~. : : : : : : : : .'.'::: .~: .' .':::: .'::: .' .' .': .'::: fJ:::U: it*~!::i Secretary of the Interior Krug ls troleum for aircraft, autom~lles, 
are (1) 5/12 of the sales tax for use Ramsey . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 32,1102.69 21,020.77 recommending to congress that a m!lltary and nav I uses anct «her 
by the Pualic Welfare Department. Ransom . . . . . • . . . . .. . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 21,082.35 13,587.52 fund of $9 billion be made avall- essential needs for which there ls 
(2) Income Tax; (3) Cigarette and Renville . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15,286.14 10,081.65 able for the erection of from 75 to no substitute available." 
Snuff tax and licenses; (4) Beer Richland . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 46,296.27 30,445.60 
Tax; (5) Approximately 40% of Rolette . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 17,334.38 11,250.96 w Ad • H d 
liquor tax; (6) General property tax Sargent . . .. . . .. .. ..... . . .. . .. .. . . . . . . .. . . 18,061.34 11,843.76 omen mire onesty an 
le~; a~!.5!~! ~~o~~~!~~ Sheridan . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13,712.21 8.503.67 ~=~:~0;~1::;:':s:1~ ;; _:_:_:_:_:.:_:_:_:_:_:_:_:_:_:_:_:_::_:_:_:_:::.:_:_:_:_:_:_:.:_:_:_: 31::.iJ JlE.1: Strength of Character 
departments. Steele ....•.....•... · · ·• · · · · · · · · · · · · · · •· · · 14,256·84 9•366·71 That North Dakota '\l\"Omen have condemn It instant~y. By the same 
Pennanent school funds, deposits Stutsman · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 48,202.32 30·892·41 great admiration for honesty and token, honesty ax: 1 strength of 
and investments in round figures are Towner · · · · · · · · · · • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 17,103·39 11•377·53 strength of character in the admin- chnracter gains ~ wann and 
$27,642,ott.OO. Traill · · · · · • · · · • · · · · • · · • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 32•478 ·59 21•350·13 istrat:on of state affairs and that hearty support. We- lite men of de-
This is a trust fund secured from Walsh · · · · · · · · • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 47,621.59 31·018·77 they are going to support state off!- c1slon, men of action, men who do 
the sale of school lands and must Ward ...... ·. · , ·. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 70,749.65 44•129·41 cials showing these characteristics thing.s. That is why we are going 
be kept intact, and only the earn- Wells . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 26,175.39 17,338.06 is the opinion of Mrs. Fred P. Mann, to support wholehearl.R.dly, Gover-
ings by way of interest may be used W1lllams ......... . . · · • · · · · · · • · · · · · · · · · · · · 42,548.09 27•433 .os Sr., one of North Dakota's veteran nor Aandahl and his e.dminlstratlon 
for opera.ting purposes. women workers. in the coming campaign. e 
The sinkinK fund balances for re- TOTALS • • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · .$l,424·297·97 $917•811·31 In a special article written for the "The third admirable c~uct In 
tirement •f the Real Estate Bonds Messenger, Mrs. Mann says: 
1 
Governor Aandahl and his ndm.inis-
ai;'i:~:e:1;;~:,1::~3!~e of land, ;~:pe~;~~~n~ub:i ~~~s ~; Otto Krueger Tells "Every woman in North Dakota y~~~~~s is o~heoi:a~=~ inh;~c~ 
sold on contract to individuals, which to pay losses covered under the G h• S . sho:fd :~:nte~;~n ins~~d g~;:rnu'; united into one compact group 
was secured 11:,y first mortgages and policies written tor the pro~ct1on rap IC tory ~e th~t ou7 state omctals are se- working. only for the g~ of the 
pledged to pay bonds sold for mak- of the various political subdivisions. (Continued from Page 3) lected from the very best material f;:~· ~f;0!~:e!n~:i';e15 ;::1~e': 
~dth~J~- ~sb~s u~~ f~r tr;:; pe~1!.s ~=c:r!;11~e:1~ur: sureties. On the same day a Stay of avallable. She should vote and work The present administration h~ 
other purpose than retirement of under this department, $3,560,220.00. ::~t~dw~!n::1~edu:n t~~~~= ~~~:1~ ~~o;i;tp:~;~~e!i~~~~:: ~!~~~s!!\~r t~;s t~!a~a~~dc~!tr~ 
bo~~Iiunen's Compensation Funis, $2;;f~;:.~o. Department funds are ~~~ayti!°n!!e t~r~s 
01a!1·=: ti!~~~~ !~~da:~::i=~~~~~~ r~rs~~\T~~;t~a::str~~!0~:; 
collecte« from empleyers to insure These are for Highway Construe- named. The case .will presumably be tion has given us the past two years could have split our state wide-open; 
~pleyees, and also earnings from tion, maintenance, operating, oer- heard by some District Judge in the has been sound, efficient, honest, as it turned out we are united and 
mv tments . of. such. funds . total tlflca.te retirement and State lilgh- state in the near future. government and E:very woman in as a compact unit will win through 
$8,l7l,545.%9. way Special construction. and To keep the record straight I Nort h Dakota should support the to an ultimate state-wide benefit. 
These funds are collected from other special funds. wish to remind you that I have ROC Aandahl Administration in its "This presenting of a united front 
employers only and are trust funds Earnings from permanent school issued licenses to two Farmers bid for reelection. . to our National Government has 
for payment of benefits to employees flDlds herein before listed, show Unions companies, they are: Na- ''The efficiency of Governor Aan- been a deficiency in past adrnin!s-
designated by law to be entitled $607 140 47 tional Farmers Union Auto and dahl and his admln!stration has tratlons that has drawn 1n our dl-
thereto. ' · ~ rt t funds, Casualty Co., a Utah corpo!'3-- placed North Dakota in an enviable rectlon the scorn and non-coopera-
Eq11alization funds fer scheols, de- SS~~t., 96 epa men reserve • tion, and to the Farmers Umon state financially. Every department tion of the other states. We women 
~::~:r:m $6.~,!~\~.~f sales tax G~m~ a~d Fish, $748,7~.0G. :!.'!;~:o:ar:i !:5=~~~~"i. ~~aW~/:~;f u~~~n:err~!~~~~u: ~:o~z:i f:a~~e:t:::::ss?Je ~~~ 
Moneys appropriated from the Seed Department revolvmg funds, D. '.fhese. two concerns are com- amount of advancement for monies t rat!on in our state government and 
General Fund, by the sta.te Legis- $254,8t4.I9• , plymg with the requirements of expended. There is no waste in our because we believe we have Just that 
Iature for Veterans Post War Re- County Highway Aid, $298,lG2.3i. North Dakota. insur~nce laws present state government. Politics kind of a government in the ROC 
habilitatien Reserve Fund total The a.bove are some of the larger and are therefore entitled I to ~ has played no part in a choice be- Aandahl Administration we are $5 ooo 000 eo 'balances in various funds, and more licensed. And I would be P 1;35e 1 tween efficiency and persona!!Ues. going to support It 100% 1n the com-
~ 15° ~mposed of $106,862.66 in ~~ :s:k:~er;!~~f g~:!e~1 ~oa=~~ a ~~~!~e ti,f~h~~~°:e ~t ~:n~8:t a~~;;i~:~ti:d ~~wa;~ Ing electi_on_s_." ___ _ 
cash ami the balance in U.S. gov- funds to show the various purposes Company of Colorado if the th ff . f t t t O r . . I 
ernment bonds. for their use. They are not all of the ~:~f:~~t ;o':fl !~;e~~:,; ha~ ~e~t~:ndf: fn \e b~~=~e Ut 1ne Princ1p es 
t· Tile ~e;:,e;: .!:n:5 :: s:e- funds, the others being of ~r :nth this f:epartmen~ indicat.- manner. We women all recognize For Re-organizing 
iremen . ve , , . . amounts and are listed in the se - in a willingness to comply with and e.pplaud ef!!ciency. We believe Principles to guide counties in 
Th.13 fund IS made up of contrl- annual report of the department. le:al requirements. And, 1 might tn 1t i.n our own homes; if we are re-organ~g school d.Jstricts have 
buttons mootly from the teache~s, • • add, there are 438 other lnsnr- in ibusmess, efficiency is our watch- been outlined by the state reorgan-
aml the balance from school dIS- Will Spend $24 M1lhon ance companies doing business word; and so we can all recognize 1zatlon committee. They includ : 
trlcts, and interest earnings, and • in North Dakota-among them the efficiency that has been em- Administrative units should sur-
is a trust fU?d for payment ~dwedact On N. D. REA Lines are 25 other fraternal compan- ployed in our state government. If round natural community centers 
ers on retirement as proVl Y Congressman Robertson says ies, 35 county farmers mutual for no other reason, we should whole- and may include ~ number of atten-
law. North Dakota will receive $23,948,000 companies, etc., and to all of hearte~ly support the ~OC Aandahl dnnce areas; 
State Bonding Fund amount to to build 12,671 mlles of line in fiscal them licenses are issued and Admirustration for efficient govern- Each ,unit should have enough 
$1,385,2%1.83. 1949. This would service 16,304 North good relationship exisi;i between ment. pupils for at least one four-year 
This is derived from collection of Dakota families, ibrlnging the total the companies and this depart- "Another thing that we women high school; 
premiums on bondlng of public of- connected to REA-financed lines to ment. recognize is honesty and strength of Each unit should equalize the 
fic!als and employees, and can be over 28,000 families, he said. character. Governor Aandahl and amount of tax valuation per pupil; 
used only for payment of losses sus- But even when iUus 24 mlllion Clinton P . Anderson, secretary of his ROC Admlnistration has demon- Adminlstrative units should pro-
tained lby claimants covered by the finally takes shape as rural power agriculture, and Sen. Milton R. strated this trait to us many times. v!de for three objectives of the law 
bOnds. Imes, only about 42 per cent of the Young were guests at a breakfast in Forcefulness from the Governor -more nearly equalized educational 
Fire and Tornado Fonda total farms in North Dakota will be elec- the Elks club at Fargo March 11, through the entire administration opportunity, higher degree of un1-
$Z,U!.3M.80. trl!ied. The latest survey shows 58,000 sponsored by the agricultural com- has caught and held our admira- formity of school tax rates, and 
This ls deriv.ed from payment of unelectr!fied farms in North Dakota, mittee of the Fargo Chamber of tion. We women can detect dlshon- wiser use of public funds for wp-
premiums by political subdivisions the representative said. Commerce. est and wishy-washy officialdom and port of common schools. 
March, 19(8 R. 0. C. MESSENGER 
Treasurer Sailer Sends 
Out Appeal for Funds 
Page Seven 
Gov. Aandahl Outlines Fundamentals 
Of a Sound State Fin_~ncial Policy 
ROC Treasurer Edwin G. Sailer of money," said Mr. Sailer, "and 
Fundamentals or a sound finan- annual need. When a period of less urges all counties to send in their they are going to spend it freely. 
cial policy for the State of North pro.sperity or of recession or what- quotas at the earliest possible date They have some thirty-five money 
Dakota are given by Gov. Fred G. ever one might choose to ca it in order that the faots regarding raisers in the field, who get as their 
Aami.ahl in a special article written comes we know that tax collections the ROC administration can be pay a good chunk of the funds they 
for the Bismarck Tribune, which is will be slower and such balances or given to the people. secure. 
• reprinted under the title, ''The Gov- reserves in operating funds are high- Mr. Saller believes that selfish in- "If we are going to Win this fight, 
ernor's Most Important Duty," as Iy desirable. terests in North Dllkota are making we will have ito present the true 
follews: 5. The state physical plant, in- in this campaign a supreme effort facts to the people through radio, 
The Governor's most important sUtutional buildings and highways, to undo all the good that has lbeen newspaper advertising and peroon 1 
duty is to work out and rput into should be put in good repair with accomplished since the ROC was or- sollcltat1on. Our funds must eome 
effect a sound financial policy for replacements made only where they ganized in 1943, and that It would from the rank and file of the ple 
the state. The following factors in- are Immediately needed. be too <bad if we should lose this who favor good government. The old 
dicate that such has been the basic 6. One of the greatest temptations fight through lack o! funds to pre- adage that 'eternal vigilance is the 
thinking of those people who have that comes during a period of pros- sent all the facts to the people. price of liberty• ls still true. 
established and been responsible for ~~!~~s~~~~~rfi/!~8t!c1~stoinm!~: m~!f!n o~:i~°ak~tag~eg:::; m;~1e~pew~tat6~~f~J~W:M~«:i1 
:;,tr~wJ~ if :; ~~~tft~t~:m;!~ expansions that cannot be main- drives immediately. Tb1s campaign 
vides among other things that, "He tained in periods of less prosperity. y c• • will e wan or lost during the next 
(the Governor) shall at the com- Great care must be taken to avoid 0Uftg lflZeftS tlwo or three months, so that prompt 
mencement of each Session com- SU~~ ;~e~"fsis~:v,;o;i~:~ in the Work for Peace ::i~nc.!:ntr~c~~ivf~~x:11:!o: 
~~t~a:e~~:~ ~~:S:i:n ~5r5e:; 1 Veterans' Rehabilitation Fund which The 20th Anni ers of the sent to ROC State Headquarters, 
condition of the state and recom- is set up as a permar_ient fund, only Young Citizens Lea;ue ~North Da- Grand PaclfJc Hotel, Bismarck." 
mena such measures as he shall the interest or earnmg thereo~ to kotn '1','ill be observed when the state 
deem expedient." Section 80 further be expended from year to ;year. convention meets at Bismarck May T he M Id 
provides, "The Governor shall have . Twenty years from now the emer- 7 8 1948 The movement was intro- eac fS OU 
power tu disapprove of any item or gency needs of veterans will be d'uc~d in North Dakota in 1927 when Y th O • • 
items or part or parts of any bill FRED G. AANDAHL freater than at the present time. a number of fOunty superintendents OU p1n1on 
making appropriations of money or This fund, which in reality is an met in Valley City to perfect the "The schools of our state and na-
property ~ x x ·" t;:1~ c~~~iedB:~;~ d ~!~;!r f:~e!~0~~: 1~~~d organlzaton. Under the leadership tion are the most important tools of 
member p on d ~ed appro- State Revenue an iod of pros~erity until it is reason= of W. M. Wernett, national president culture, and as such have a con-
;J~~on~e~:n iegfs!ature, mem- E G U ably adequate to meet the anUci- ~e;!1:u!~f~fc~: ~~e~tl:~ ~:~:~~~;~a~:~~ 
bership on the Audit Board. w1:fch XpenseS One p pated need of our responsibility to county superintendents and teach- world," says State Supt. G. B. Nor-
hold departments ,tu the lmutations The revenue to the state govern- t~e veterans. Money so set aside now ers of the state, the organization has drum. '"There 1s no more impcrtant 
of the law, and the legislative ap- ment from sources other than pro- will reduce the necessity for subse- grown so that at the present time occupation than that of teaching. 
propriations in the expenditure of perty tax has gone ,up with infla- quent appropriations. f 
1 
there are approximately 2300 leagues We need good men and women to 
public fundsill, tandftlhedge~rpahio;: tion ~d prosperity. A number of 1m!~dt~~;'~~:illp~:~1:U! ~n ~~ with 32,000 elementary students as guide and to mold the characters of all responsib Yo ea er questions arise: Is the increased rev- members good boys and girls EVERY COM-
functioning of government as fudi- enue needed? How should it be used? sound I~ancial policy. Pionee;s in the movement during MUNITY MUST FURNISH ITS 
cated by membership on 23 boart If it is not needed should the rate Inflation Peak the first five years, 1927 to 1932, will QUOTA OF TEACHERS. 
and commissions, and the power of taxation be reduced? In answer- be honored at the county and state "Enrollments in schools will in-
appomt the members of 4\ oth~r i11g these questions there are several Has Passed conventions this year. crease each year, which wm mean 
boards and heads oOof depar 7;11en s objectives that must be kept in The theme of the 1948 convention that even more teachers will be well establ!Shes the vemor s re- mind. We have apparently reached will be based upon one of the cur- needed. Improved standards are es-
spons!bllity in working out a sound L First it is necessary to meet the the peak of inflation and further rent state y c L projects "BUILD- sential to meet the challenges of 
financial policy for the state. increased salaries and operating ex- tax increases should not be ne- ING PEA·c·E· BY MAKING world conditions. The nation that 
penses of the Departments of State cessary. FRIENDS WITH THE YOUTH OF develops its human resources will 
Enter New Fields 
With Great Care 
and of the various penal, charitable The earmarking or tax collections OTHER LANDS .. Decorations at be the nation that will survive. 
and educational state institutions. for certain specific purposes con- the state oonventfon banquet will be "We are experiencing trying times 
The 1947 a ppropria.tions for this pur- stitutes a protection to that partic- made by members from all parts which are beset with ills and con-
pose carries a 28% per cent increase ular purpose. On the other hand as of the state and will feature "Chil- fusion. Some people advocate over-
That respo billty is a broad one. over corresponding appropriations prices and lbU8iness conditions flue- dren of Other Lands." night solutions, but most of us real-
It involves a determination and for 1945. That amounts to an in- tuate from time to time we find Forty-one counties were re re- ize and recognize that the tremen-
measur1ng of wlijlt 1s wise a nd nee- crease of a'bout fourteen percent per that earmarked funds often times sented at the 1947 state convenilon dous upheavals in our social, politi-
essary for the state to do. Those year. When we realize that that in- accumulate in excess of the immedi- and it 1s antic! ted that ve mor~ cal and economic life can only be 
decisions must associated with eludes the cost of increased enroll- ate need and in excess of amounts will attend thipa ear e n solved through educational procese-
the taxing capacity of the state and ments at our institutions of higher that can be Wisely distributed. Such The / ~ the YCL k es, which, although slower, are the 
the wishes and t:ne desires of the learning it 1s surprising that the in- unnecessarily increased distribution is to pf:s th~ kind of ·1e·ar~ mly sound basis for national ae-rank and file of 'the people. Then crease was not greater. Then also might set standards that cannot be situations that will result in bet- curity." 
too there is the matter o! determin- smce the middle Thirties the State subsequently maintained. If, how- ter citlzenshi Th y C.L tat _ ------
ing what things the state should do Welfare Department and the State ever, the total revenue is needed it Jects are salt :i . ti . ~ ta: s h I Ad 
d tQ1nss should be left to Common Schools Equalization Fund is advisable to leave the tax struc- conservat·on·e {ud uca d on, wti i C 00 S opt 
private enterprise. ere established. The-6tate Welf ture unchanged but to make instead arllam ~t • s r Y an _prac ce O • 
It is a safe rule to say that the Department was es'.abllshed for two an immediate but noncontinulng porshi e fY p oc~urei the ~po~: Testing ogram 
te should try to perform its reasons. First, because the local"'unlts transfer to other currently needed s P. 0 recrea ona proJec , 
su esentl established responsi- o! government during the depression purposes. That itype o! thing was beautification of ~boo! grounds and The Coordinated Scales of Atta.in-ruiues .;en or better but be very were not financially able to meet the done d,uring the 1947 Session of the ge:~al cleandups,d!~idy of /am= ment were administered to approxi-
careful, alm...t. reluctant about wel!are needs in their communities Legislature when $900,000 was repaid pa lnt:gs toari h a Is d:n o g mately 40,000 elementary students 1n 
enterin in~"new fields• of re- and the ibroader tax base of the to the State Hail Insurance Fund pa gs sc 00 ; e Y.C.L. and North Dakota in grade four to eight, 
-b~ t state was needed Second a,t the from the Equalization Fund and Junior Red Cross working together inclusive, last October. At the coun-
~~ta~~ent, ho~vever, must be !s~~u!:~ !h~!i~x:lG~i~:~~J ~~:r $~::i~~tl:as F=itro: ~~ !~: ~:c~~!°~i°reit~~~n~t~h~~~ri !; :~r~tn~:_~~:~:~::. t!i~ 
tempered with a rea.lization that we program. It was necessary to estab- General Fund and when $3,000,000 of other lands; study or Garrison ley City, in January, it was recom-
must keep abreast with progress. For lish a state Wel!are Department for was transferred from the General Dam; ~d exchange o! league ac- mended t~at these test.a be given 
~~f~:n:i h!:1:~~e r!<;f:e.1 Y:~t ~~ti:~~;1:~ ;{!te ~~~~a~~= ~~- to ,g:t v:~~ani~ ~!~:1!'°;10~ ~ov!:n~te c!':;1:;Y ~te1ft!~ri:::;f ~!.~~~ ~ i::tig~~:P:h;:i 
or our transportation system. fare funds. At the present time about much preferable to reducing an es- The North . Dakota State School Officers Assocla tlon has also rec-
hal! o! the money expended by our tablished tax and replacing it with Officers Association passed a resolu- ommended the I\Jse o! standardized State Taxes Have State Welfare Department comes another tax that is earmarked for tlon at their 1947 annual meeting tests to assist in the scientific meas-
• from the federal government in the some different purpose. recommending t~at all sc:tiool offi- urement of results and to form the 
Not Been Raised form of grants-in-aid and the other We also must be alert to the cers extend their unqualified sup- basis of sound analytical and diag-. . half comes from five-twel!ths of the changing standards of progress. Cit- port to the Young Citizens League. nostic, remedial work. 
Inflation and prosperity ~as af- sales tax money in the state. Wei- ies find it necessary to modernize The Y.C.L. provides opportunities The county superintenden went 
fected the state government Just as fare expenditures with money from fire-fighting equipment and meth- for children to be active doing the on record ss supporting the Depart-
it, has affected private ~usiness. these two sources' are predominately ods of sanitation. Roads that were right things. GOOD CITIZENSHIP ment of Public Instruction in its ef-
State revenue, without any mcrease for old age asslsuince and aid to de- once built by townships in a very IS NOT TAUGHT, IT IS CAUGHT forts to raise teaching standards; 
?f tax rate, is up just like private pendent children. Seven-twel!ths of meager fashion have now become ~OUGH DOING. A good citizen more extensive use of t;,he school 
mcom~. There i~ a bigger volume the sales tax money goes into the county-farm-to-market r•ads or tries to do something each day to lunch program; the re-establish-
of busmess at a higher price per unit Equalization Fund and it.s distribu- even a part of the state arterial improve the standard of his home, ment of the 48 quarter-hour course 
to which the old rates are applied. tion supplies the money for about highway ystem. In the past 12 his school and his community. He for teacher-training, including prac-
'f:x~ ~:~~~t~X:u~~c~e !~· ~~:~ ~r:~~ ::n'!~~ 0!c\;1!~;t:eg =~ ~!~iu{:~:r~~: ~~~:~b~!:~!n~ ~t~~~o~1frsse~e~~~i:n:i:.t~ ~;n~ !1~~1 ~~1:~esk:p~:s~~e:i~::~ 
rette and snuff tax has thus mater- lt definitely replaces property taxes to the state and federal level. Ad- stant interest in the general wel!are work on the principles of Young 
ially increased. Property taxes for for that purpose and even though justments must be made from time of his state and nation. Citizens League work. 
state purposes are relatively small the property taxes have gone up to time to keep pace with this mod- I----------.,... ____ ....._ _______ _ 
and have not been increased. I~ fact they would have gone up still higher ern world. II • • 
the mill rate for 1947, ~.95 mills, is were it not for the State Equallza- States, as effected by wartime James Va ey (o .. Operat1ve Highly 
the lowest it has been smce 1920. Of tion Fund. conditions, are just in the opposite 
i~:7 ~:~~f ae::0i:~=!! :: 2. All old debts should be paid. ~!~01bJ~j~~ ;~: ;~~er:~e r~~~i p • d B G A d hi 
than $3,000,000 for the two-year per- In I re~li: ~~:bfe~n:ee~
0
~
0 f5\~i gover~ment bore the cost of that raise y overnor an a 
~ !sm!~:;;:~~o:rt~~a~~~ !~t $f7:0~.~oo of real esta: b?nds. There :~m~~f ~~ ~:~:~ 0:y s~~~J~I; Gov. Fred G. ;Aandahl on various benefit would be in irrigation, and 
communities only from 4 cents to 10 is enough money in the mking fund at the state level Following the war occasions has given high praise to it would act as a stabilizing foroe in 
cents of each property tax dollar and partial coll_ection fund on land the cost of f~deral government North Dakota co-operatives. From the livestock Industry. 
will go to the state. Prope1,ty tax Is sold to pay this entire bond issue should be reduced. Repayment of the governor's talks it is evident that Gov. Aandahl, state and RBA of-
primarily the source of revenue for when it ·becomes due. and interest on the national debt, he believes that co-operatives have ficials were guests of the Lions cl 
local units of government such as a rcspons1b!l!ty to the veterans and a very definite and essential place at a luncheon at which he discussed 
county, school district, town and State Operates a new role in intemat1ona1 a!!airs, 1n the nation's economy. brteny the refund gaooline tax sys-
township. The reason that property • however, dim that possibility. Yet Recently he had some very fine tern. 
taxes are up is to meet the increased On Cash Basis we all know that some reduction things to say about the James Val- ¥- ¥ ¥-
cost of government at those levels. must come. In the states, on the ley Electric Co-operative at the an- The James Valley co-op was or-
The cost of operating the schools, 3. The state should be kept on a other hand, following the war there nual meeting of the co-operative at &anized in 1944, covering LaMoure 
giving police, fire and sanitation cash basis. This is being done. The ls a resumption of many activities Edgeley. Thls is what the governor and Dickey coUI:.tles and parts of 
protection in the cities and practi- only prospective e~cepUon ~ the that were temporarily discontinued. said, as reported by the Fargo Logan, McIntosh and Stutsman 
cally every other type of activity Highway Anticipation Certificates That means that we can reasonably Forum: counties. The fir&t line was ener-
has gone up just like the cost of that were authorized by the initiated expect some increase in state taxes "Your co-operative is an example gized last Dec. 1 and the second Jan. 
operating any private business. The measure ?f 1944. This far there has over what they were during the war of the American way of life," the 18, servici»g 205 farmi;. Completion 
statewide sum total of property taxes been sufficient money in the sinking period even aside and in addition governor said. "It is the way of de- of the "A" section dn a few days will 
in 1947 is up about 60 per cent from fun? to retire the certificates as to the' influences of inflation. mocmcy for ordinary citizens to get provide eleatricity for 6SO Iam!lies. 
what it was during the depression rapidly as they have been issued. our state government has risen together to talk over their common With the aid of a recent $450,000 
of the Thirties. This does not seem Starting in the summer of 1948, how- to such a size and involves in its problems and to organize for a de- grant it is expected to complete the 
to be out of line with other price ever, certificates will be f:ssued in ex- operation the expenditure of such sired result." ··c·• sectien, 70 miles in Stutsman, 
changes. It ls interesting to note cess of balances in the smking fund. large sums o! money that it must Gov. Aandahl said that of all dams 170 miles in LaMoure and 100 miles 
that the need for increased revenue The gas tax revenue under the re- be given a most careful and busi- built in the Missouri development In Dickey. By the end of the swn-
for the political subdivisions o! the fund system •ow has a capacity for ~esslike attention. It is the respon- the Garrison dam would have the mer 1.300 families will be receiving 
state was recognized by all members th~ speedy liquidation of these cer- sibillty of each and every citizen to greatest effect on North Dakota as servioe. 
of tbe 1947 Session of the Leglsla- tificati,s. see that the highest standards of a whole. It would generate two or Laverne Spllckson, Edgeley, 1a 
ture and the bills making Increased 4. It Is well to maintain working statesmanship, wise judgment and three times as much power as is chairman of the board of directors 
levies permlssable was given their balances or reeerves in funds of from business administration be renected now belng produced in the state, he and D. D. McChesney, Edgeley, 1s 
almost unanimous approval. 50 per cent ~o 100 per cent of the in tht government of the state. declared, adding that its biggest manager or the system. 
I 
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Bank Gives Aid To Veterans Give People Facts North Dakota laws 
A d L I S h I D• • S W F K. Highly Praised 
Sec. 562, P . L. & R. 
n oca C 00 1str1cts ays • • mg (Continued from Page 1) 
The assets of the Bank of North If the people of North Dakota are ~ 2!~:~Jhf~:fe:fn!~!ft~e~i ~:it.°::. are now over 100 million ~:t~~ little chance for the noml- ~~~- a~~1sf:;:i~n:egr~~in!ot~! cents. 
F D be 31 1945 to De "There is little doubt r.ow that will endorse Gov. Fred G. Aandahl T . S D N 
c mb::~l :::;\~erv~s and vndi: Harold E. stassen is the strongest at the polls in the primaries, in rf- totes O Of 
. ' ' candidate the Republican party can the opinion of W. F . King of Fryburg, • 
~lded profits increased $1,307,042.39. choose. less doubt that 'he will win R.0.C. chairman in Billings county. Tax Co-operatives 
The total assets of -the bank as of if nominated, and no doubt that Mr. King, who recently returned 
Ma,rch 3, 1948, were $101,641,068..31, he will make a strong, able Presi- from a sojourn in CaIUornia, called None of the three states have at-
wh.ch is the highest since the bank dent. It is simply a question of the at R.O.O. headquarters in early tempted to apply the state income 
was organized. stassen supporters recognizing the March. Regarding the political situ- tax oo co-operatives, Senator John 
During the years of 1946 and 1947, challenge and doing the work that ation, he said: Conrad, one of the discussion lead-
the Banlt of North Dakota rendered needs to be doce. That's where "Gov. Aandahl has given North us in the taxation and assessments 
aid to various school districts of the North Dakota comes into the pie· Dakota an excellent administration. group, reported. 
State of North Dakota in the follow- ture. I thlnk what the R.O.C. needs to do Wisconsin representatives held 
ing manner. "The people of North Dakota is to give the people all the facts, ~hat property belonging to co-opera-
U. S. Postage 
l e PAID 
Bismarck, N. Dak. 
Permit No. 130 
R.F.D. BOXHOLDER 
The bank purchased certificates carry a wei,ht all out of propor - and then go to work to get out the tives are held in trust for the mem-
~;i:de!t~~~ss a~~r!i sc~
00
;c!!~i !~!.!:~!!: ~~ i:n: a.!::~ :~~la d~p~~;db~;e~~th:;p~ti~~t ~;c~n:r c;~~~ ~ai!:.edhefcrf~~~ Nordhougen Leads 
districts tn 1947 in the amount of ::s:,a~:: ::.1t;~~~;e= ~~inl
0 
~~!v~:~:e:;p~~::!; ~! :!e;er~tevt:~g~~~:t~ :~ In Farm Parley 
cause North Dakotans are able, going to work hard, and we have to dlvidual members in the form of Senator Orris Nordhougen .took a 
aggressive individuals. Ubu:!1: offset that by strong local organ!- cert!fica,tes, are pa!d by the indivi- leadin.g part in the discussions in 
delep.tion to the Repu zatlons. dual members and should not be the agrlcultuml group, 
convention fro~ ~ h ~akor "I hear some people complain be taxed a second time. Senator Con- Expanded federal assistance in :the 
roes to ep~~~! tha~oua'::l~ cause Cass county is going to hav; rad held that since these co-opera- control of cattle and livem:x:k dis-
with th n : the best man for a four-lane hlghway on No. lO. Well, tive earnings or savings ~ held by eases was favored. 
~h S~mlnailon-but also with these 60,000 people living in Cass the co-operatives as capital invest- Livestock sanitary boards 1n the 
a ~etenninailon to see that he county 'buy gas and they help to ments and used to expand the co- three states are urged to prevail on 
IS nominated-then, the North build the roads. we have a good operative programs they should be Congress -to amend current indemn-
Dakota delep.tion will play a highway in the western part of the taxed. . . ity laws so that the age e.t which 
vital role at that convention. state, No. 85, all the way from Wil- Howard Spaeth, Minnesota. tax indemnities are paid on infected 
''Throughout North Dakota, e.s l!ston to the south Dakota line, ?ommissloner, held that these sav- cattle is reduced from 18 months to 
throughout the country, there 1s a the main highway to the Black Hills. mgs certificates or preferred stock 12 months after vaccina.tton. 
warm friendliness to Mr. Stassen Good roads in all sections of North assigned to individual members are The federal government should be 
~'.,_::-.}:l;'{Jm\{ al and his candidacy. Converting that Dakot:18. are a help to all the people." not taxable under. the Minnesota asked to participate in financing of 
~~:~ ;!~~ n~~i~~n:e~: ~~:· s:i~n the certificates or stock ~a;=:tii~ ~~tie0~~ !:1~~ 
tainty-and the trend in that direc- ROC State Convention areas. Present federal aid is limited 
tion is growing more and more ap- Bismarck, March 22-23 County Assessor to control areas only, 
paren,t." The research counolls of the 
Good Government W M R 
Plan Analyzed ~ec~:!r~t!°!!p:!ve~~e.:1 ,."'_ 
8 USf 8fUrn The new Minnerota law providing called Gillie measure establish-
ob
• • Of RO( J $ d G for county assessors, in the opinion in~ a research project to develop 1ect1ve O 0Un OYernmenf of Howard Spaeth, Minnesota tax vaccines for hoof and mouth dls-
(ConUnued from Page 1) (Continued from Pa~e () commissioner, ls a definite step ease. 
HAROLD C. BOWERS surance to as much as a 16 cents the Administration in departing toward taxation progress. Under the The committee also favored leg-
Under Mr. Bower 's efficient per a.ere reduction in district 5 under from the basic concepts of our Con- Minnesota system, township asses- islation calling for he pasteurlza-
management of the Bank of the $8.00 per acre insurance. ftitutlon, and have thus contributed sors who a~e retained work in co- tion of milk and cream used for 
North Dakota, the bank's assets This 'brief analysis gives some in- to the creation of a "super-state" operation with the county assessors, human consumptton 
have soared to over a hundred dicatlon of the wholesome type of which today spends ten times ~s but in Iowa the township assessors . 
million dollars. The bank has administration t~t the ROC offi- much yearly as the Administration have been albolished, and the county Oh f d L• U 
given splendid aid to school dis- Ncia
0
rlsthhaDvaekobetaen giving the state of which preceded it. :s:::of~~~P~%J~~f:::~ i:~ nS O tneS p 
t r1cts and the state·s municipal- . S • h o· · L d ities, and is m a:kin.g many loans Increased revenue from income, overe1gn Rig ts local communities. Most laws make 1scuss1on ea ers 
to veterans who plan to bulld sales, beer, llquor, tobacco and snuff • it optional in cities over 10,000 pop- Rep. Manfred Obnsted l!ned up 
homes in North Dakota. taxes as a resu1~f \~e gene:,iu~h Versus Secunty ~~;~0~~~ s~~icf~~f1Iun~sa\ot~e~ the discussion leaders of the North 
$605,297.52. Duling the year 1946, the :.~~~t ~c1!s Phas u~o~~ ~ n bal- Slowly our citizens have surren- ploy a full time city assessor. ~ ~::i~t~!eJ~~t~:i 8f),d ::Odye :r v~; 
bank purchased warrants and bonds anced the increased cost of govern- dered their sovereign rights in a Minnesota about thirty-three mil- group discussions 
from 18 political strbdivisions in the ment. This has resulted in a drop of vain search for security. And it ls lion dollars of additional property Budget Director Targ:le Trydahl 
amount of $1,490,840.00. During 1947, the mlll l~vy for state purpooes from a vain ~earch, for our Federal Gov- have been put upon the tax ir?lls. and Joseph A. Donahue, xecut. 
there was purchased from 34 politl- 3 1/ 10 m1lls in 1946 t o 2 and 95 / 100 ernment of, 'by and fo:- the people l'rllnnesota. has not taken mto director of the ative Re arch 
:1 t~~~~°: ;;a,;~ 7;;~ 0~ a ~: ~:;· 1s ~! lowe!'\~V:}: ~ free :Op(: c:n insure ct~e!s:i= ot c=t eaa:!i -:!1:':!:!!ri!= ~m:_~ie:ot~~ lo d~ :~~~etil!"~ 
total of $2,790,568.30 in the past two state purposes since 1920. By taking The Federal Government has perty. All values are considered matlon regarding the budget and 
years. sdvantage of increased revenue in through pretext and emergency and on the 1940 figures on the theory financial controls in effect 1n Wis-
Temporary loans to the North Da- the other fields of taxation brou~ht war grasped d:Utles and powers, and that inflationary prices are consin and Minnesota, and Mr. Don-
:i;~ ~it~~nsEl:~~!°~~: ;tr~~ ~b~U:s ~~a:~~ :,f J:~~!: ~~~~~:!: r::i~.~~e1~ l~~n:o~ ;o~eo:: ::ro~;i:::y~reful ap- :::~1r~o=~ tel~ ;~~:: 
amount of $2,201,700.00. All of these quate appropriation not only for crnments and their system of free pralsal of retall and wholesale in- morning. 
loans have been repaid except the various departments of state enterprise. Yet many are still de- ventorles would pay the entire cost ------
$30,000, which is not yet due. but also to take care of the state manding more social legislation, of the county assessor system in the p 1·,• A $ • 
The Bank of North Dakota ls penal, charitable, and education in- more Federal programs and Federal opinion of Minnesota tax experts. 0 I ICS c1ence 
making loans to veterans who wish stitutions. . controls. "As a general rule the county as- $ y d hi 
to lbulld new homes. These loans are The initiated measure changmg Each day Congress is ~sked to "ex- sessors of Minnesota have done a GJS OUng a 
all 'in.sured by the Federal Housing the method of the gas tax collection tend" this power, or • grant·• that fairly good job of assessing," say:; That leg! 1 ti 
administration 60 that the State of from the tax exempt system to the authority to the Executive, so that Tax Commissioner Howard Spaeth, tees are hJ;in;e ~ese;i,rc~ c~-
North Dakota' is entirely protected refund system has increased our the Administration can rule by reg- "and any good job of assessment into the science and ~aot po cs 
. One of the projects that the ban~ :rwJ~ r:v~~~ Nte:~0~::a~z ~~~~ny~t:i:~t1~ea~1 ~:c~:~~ ;;::!e ~u:;~n:ss~!s~\!~~r~=~t ment 1s the statement of ~~:;:; 
~ 151;!~~~ ~ei~sce ~~i!~~!;1;. of the initiated measure the Legis- rtlt_utio~ expressly states that "All in a SW"?,rising amount of omitted ~~~~;~ !,0 ~!d~~t~ ~~o:~l=~ 
Co-operative association, adjoining latvre took the next.step in strength- leg1slat1ve pow~rs herein granted property. nesota and Wisconsin legislators. 
the City of Bismarck This associa eidng the finance:. for road work shall be vested m a Congress of the ' 'Your joint meeting h is in 
tion plans to erect ~ventually on; in the state by repaying $2,941,~. t~ United States ... ", because Congress Brant Reports On opinion, an important ~~de' 1n :~ 
hundred new homes and twenty-one the Motor Registration Fund, w ic 1s close to the people. science and art of governm t" 
are now under c~nstruction. The amount had be_en taken fr~ that These original premises of our N D Tax Laws Youngdahl declared. "It is wond:1fltl 
houses contain from two to three fund in the Thirties to pay mterest Government, which I sincerely con- • • that the states are meeting because 
bedrooms, and most of the loans are on our real estate bonds, and by in- tend are as valid today as they were S~nator Brant related the ex- of the !mportanoe and necessity of 
in the vicinity of $8100_ The bank creasing the mot.or registration. fees ln 1787, were that local governments per1ence of North Dakota whlch uniform action in meeting our needs is handling loans of thls nature sufficiently to brmg an additional could better handle their domestic passed a law in 1919 providing we can learn much from each 
which local banks or building and m!llion dollar revenue per year from affairs, because they are "on the for a tax upervisor in every other." 
loan asrociations are unable to that source. This increa~ed revenue scene" and local taxpayers have a county. In 1923 this law was He said that with "people becom-
handle, has gone to the State Highway De- stronger voice in policy. amend~ to provide for a , tax ing more and more interdependent 
partment for use on the arterial supel'VlSOr in each of the six on one another " such achievement 
system and to the counties for use Today private business dares congre ·tonal districts, and in on local and st~te levels ''can per-
Stassen Men Look on the farm-to-market roads. As a not enter many fields of en- 1~27 the laws were repealed en- haps point the way" for similar rela-result the State Highway D_epart- deavor because, in addition to tirely on the ground that good tlonships on national and interna-
h k 
ment in 1947 resealed 591 miles of the risk of competition, govern- results were not achieved. Sena- tlonal scales 
To Nori Da Ota black top compared 'to 160 miles ment regulation and taxation t~r John Conrad also expressed ''The enti;e country ls backward in 1946, regraveled 700 . miles of make the outcome that much his opinion that the county as- in mental hygiene work.. he de-
North Dakota people who have gravel compared to 250 miles. in 1946 more uncertain. When local sov- ses:;or plan would not be an im- clared. "You members of' legislative 
met Harold Stassen are impressed and has been able to authorize cor- ereign rights cease to exist, our provement in North Dakota. research groups should make a 
with his growing strength through- responding increases in the amounts system of free enterprise will "In studying the sy terns of var- study of this problem and have a 
out the nation. o! new construction !1-nd reconstruc- fail. ious states, I believe that North program of action ready for your 
Men connected with the Stassen hon. Even w.ith this mcreased tempo We must restore and reinforce Dakota in a general way ha! a state Legislature. Community health, 
campaign are anxious that Stassen of the activities of the State High- our republican form of government, good, fair ll;!'d equitable system especially in the rural areas, ls 
should make e. major address in way Department. it will take sev- and discard forever the New Deal of taxation, says Senator Con- another important phase of present 
North Dakota for they look upon eral years to brmg the roads up w!U1 its concentration of govern- rad. day living which should be investi-
this state as "having a weight all to t~e stand~rds that w~ a~ d~e. mental authority in Washington . J h Would gated thoroughly. Our agricultural 
out of proportion to 11he number of E:ac r:iar, owev:, w s ow e- Otherwise, the growth of govern- 0 nSOn problems in Minnesota, Wisconsin 
its people." cided provemen · ment into complete autocracy is and North Dakota are practically 
One of Stassen's strong Minnesota I have _briefly outlined :5ome of inevitable, and monopoly of govern- Revise Game Laws alike and we should be as uniform 
supporters who recently made a tour the objectives and. accompllshments ment wlll throttle free enterprise. as possible in our efforts to solve 
of North Dakota, Elmer L. Ander- of -the ROC administration as a ~e- In order to preserve free enter- Representative Vernon Johnson, them. 
sen of St. Paul, has this to say re- minder of the re~ns from which prise, Wll must protect free competi- one of the discussion leaders in the ''Uniformity also is necessary in 
garding the hiigh appreciation they we can have confidence in our or- tion from monopolistic groups, we game and 5<?il conservation groups, taxes, such as the cigaret levy, so 
have of North Dakota. ganlzation and its po ltion of lead- must distinguish the programs of the favors a revision in _the North Da- that the enactment of such measures 
"Nothing is more characteristic of ership in North Dakota polltlcs. true liberals from the masquerading !rota laws that discriminate against by one state doesn't interfere v.1th 
the present phase of the Stassen and misguided liberals, and we must Wisconsin hunters in the matter of the business of another." 
for President campaign than the Porter Of LaMoure return to a Constitutional govern- taking game from North Dakota. Rep. E. J. Langley of Rock Lake, 
growing conviction in the minds of ment, of, lby and for the people. I Johnson made ref~rence to phea~~mt N.D., chairman, who made the re-
many poUt!cal leaders that Stassen N d o·s1r·c1 J dge am confident that the election of a and duck bag lii:ruts which are· ad- sponse on the part of North Dakota. 
can and will be nominated. ame I I U Republican Administration, and the mittedly sma!l m the ,.race of the declared that his group had 100 
"From almost the beginning of his Governor Fred G. Aandahl has return of a Republican Congress in t25 hunting license fee charged by b1lls ready for introduction when 
campaign Mr. Stassen had wide appointed A. G. Porter of LaMoure, November will throw off the yoke hls state. the 1947 North Dakota legislature 
popular support. People liked his Yeteran LaMoure county state's at- which threatens to strangle free en- convened. 
~eo~dij ::~e!ia~:;;t~~c?°~ ~~:r~~t {~dfiil 0/h;h;aJ:~ t~~~~~ ~~!~:ie:~ :!U:t ~u~ ~d~~un~ ROC State Convention to·~~is~~ftt~~ttov~~![~:~~ 
~o~~f~iss~es~~~rif~; .:;,t ~~;!;. death of the late Judge E. F. :~t~~:ld~; ::to~~atest nation in Bismarck, March 22-23 ;~e~
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